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Abstract 
RelAPS is an interactive system assisting in proving relation-algebraic theorems. 
The aim of the system is to provide an environment where a user can perform a 
relation-algebraic proof similar to doing it using pencil and paper. The previous 
version of RelAPS accepts only Horn-formulas. To extend the system to first order 
logic, we have defined and implemented a new language based on theory of allegories 
as well as a new calculus. The language has two different kinds of terms; object terms 
and relational terms, where object terms are built from object constant symbols and 
object variables, and relational terms from typed relational constant symbols, typed 
relational variables, typed operation symbols and the regular operations available in 
any allegory. The calculus is a mixture of natural deduction and the sequent calculus. 
It is formulated in a sequent style but with exactly one formula on the right-hand 
side. We have shown soundness and completeness of this new logic which verifies 
that the underlying proof system of RelAPS is working correctly. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Relation algebras and allegories are used in various areas of computer science. Among 
several formal approaches, relation algebra has been used as a basis for analyzing, 
modeling or resolving several computer science problems such as program specifica-
tion, program fault tolerance, data abstraction and information coding, and spatial 
reasoning. Relations are well suited for describing certain types of problems and also 
contribute to the corresponding proof theory. Hence, any attempt to streamline the 
process of relational reasoning would be of benefit especially to those interested in 
program semantics and correctness [14, 15]. 
RelAPS is an interactive system assisting in proving relation-algebraic theorems. 
The aim of the system is to provide an environment where a user can perform a 
relation-algebraic proof similar to doing it using pencil and paper. 
The previous version of RelAPS is mainly focused on equational reasoning, i.e., 
stepwise manipulating expressions using general equations similar to regular algebra. 
Therefore, the system only accepts Horn-formulas as potential theorems [7]. Horn-
formulas are formulas of the form (\lXI) ... (\lxm)el 1\ ... 1\ en ---+ e where \I denotes 
universal quantification, Xl, ... , Xm are variables , 1\ denotes logical conjunction, ---+ 
denotes implication, and el, ... , en, e are atomic propositions, i.e. , they do not contain 
any further logical symbols. For example, the property of a binary relation::; of being 
transitive can be formulized in a Horn-formula by (\Ix) (\ly) (\I z)x ::; Y 1\ Y ::; z ---+ X ::; 
z. On the other hand, if xly denotes the fact that x divides y, then the obvious 
formulation of y being prime (\lx)xIY 1\ -,(x = 1) ---+ x = Y is not a Horn-formula 
because of the application of the negation operator -, on the left hand side of the 
implication. In this thesis we performed several individual steps in order to extend 
RelAPS to full first order logic. 
The first step is to define a proper language [3]. The language needs two different 
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types of terms. Obviously, one needs terms to denote relations themselves. In addi-
tion, relations are typed since they may act between different kinds of elements, in 
general. For example, the relation 'is_owned_by' is a binary relation between cars and 
humans. Therefore, terms denoting objects, the categorical notion of types, are also 
needed., Object terms are built from object constant symbols and object variables. 
Relational terms need to be typed because relations are between two different types 
of objects. Relational terms are built from typed relational constant symbols, typed 
relational variables, typed operation symbols and the regular operations available in 
any allegory. 
The next step is to provide a suitable interpretation of the entities of the language 
[3]. The main part of this step is finding a proper environment and a model and 
then defining terms value and formulas validity. This is similar to regular first order 
logic but has to be done for formulas and both kind of terms considering the typing 
of relational terms. 
The main requirement of the system is to define and implement a formal calculus 
for reasoning about allegories. Our calculus is a mixture of natural deduction and the 
sequent calculus [5, 6]. Natural deduction is a system that mimics human reasoning 
very well. However, it is not very well suited for computer applications since deriva-
tions are trees and individual steps may affect the whole tree. On the other hand, 
the sequent calculus expressions of the form r I- .6, where rand .6 are (possibly 
empty) sequences of logical formulas, are modified in each individual step, i.e., those 
steps are local. Therefore, this calculus can easily be used in computer applications. 
The overall derivation does not necessarily reflect the 'natural' way of reasoning. In 
particular, the fact that the right hand side of a sequent might contain multiple or no 
formula is sometimes not very intuitive. In order to combine the advantages of both 
calculi our calculus is formulated in a sequent style but with exactly one formula on 
the right hand side. 
For every logical calculus two properties are of particular interest, soundness and 
completeness. Soundness is the property that every formula that can be derived 
is also true. Completeness is the opposite statement formulating that every true 
formula can also be derived in the calculus. As usual, soundness of calculus has 
been proven by induction on the structure of the calculus rules. Our completeness 
proof is based on Henkins' famous completeness proof [9 , 10]. His proof started by 
claiming that the completeness of first order logic is equivalent to showing that every 
consistent theory T has a model. In order to construct a model for a consistent 
theory, Henkin chose the syntactic material itself. To this end, he enriched the 
language with enough new individual constants. However, Henkins' proof had to be 
modified extensively since our language contains two different kinds of terms and, 
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more importantly, it is typed. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
In this chapter we want to introduce the basic mathematical notion used in the thesis. 
We start by introducing categories which are the underlying structure of allegories. 
Afterwards we define allegories which constitute a suitable abstract theory for binary 
relations. 
2.1 Categories 
A category is an algebraic structure consisting of a collection of objects, linked to-
gether by a collection of morphisms that have two basic properties; for each object 
exists an identity morphism and the morphisms can be composed associatively [1] . 
Definition 1 A category C consists of 
1. A class of objects Obje, 
2. For every pair of objects A and B a class of morphisms C[A, BJ, 
3. An associative binary operation; mapping each pair of morphisms f in C[A, B] 
and g in C[B, G] to a morphism f; g in C[A, G], 
4· For every object A a morphism HA such that for all f in C[A, B] and 9 in C[G, A] 
we have HA ; f = f and g; liA = g. 
One of the common categories is Set. The objects of this category are sets and for 
every object A and B, Set[A, B] is the set of all functions from A to B. The identity 
morphisms are the identity functions and the composition is the usual composition 
of functions. Top with topological spaces and continuous functions, Vec with vector 
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spaces and linear mappings, and PO with posets and monotone functions are other 
examples of categories. 
2.2 Allegories 
An allegory is a category that has some of the structure of the category of sets and 
binary relations [4]. In this sense, allegories are also a generalization of relation 
algebras [16] introduced by A. Tarski since a relation in an allegory can be between 
different sorts. 
Definition 2 An allegory R is a category satisfying the following: 
1. For all objects A and B the class R[A, B] is a lower semilattice. Meet and the 
induced ordering are denoted by n, ~ respectively. The elements in R[A, BJ are 
called relations. 
2. There is a monotone operation ~ called the converse operation such that for 
all relations R : A ~ Band Q : B ~ C the following holds: 
and 
3. For all relations R : A ~ B, and Q , S : B ~ C we have R; (Q n S) C 
R;QnR;S. 
4. For all relations R : A ~ B, Q : B ~ C and S : A ~ C the modular law 
R;QnS ~ R;(QnR~;S) holds. 
A first example of an allegory is Rel. The objects of this allegory are sets, and 
the morphisms in Rel[A, B] are binary relations between A and B, i.e., subsets of 
the Cartesian product A x B of A and B. Composition of morphisms is composi-
tion of relations, converse of morphisms is converse of relations and intersection of 
morphisms is intersection of relations. 
For example, suppose A = {a, I} and B = {a,b,c}. Then Rel[A,B] = JP'(A x 
B) and Rel[B, A] = JP'(B x A). If Q, S, P E Rel[A, B], T E Rel[B, A] and Q = 
{ (0, a), (1, c), (1, b), (0, b)}, S = {( 0, a), (1, c), (1, b)}, P = {( 0, a), (1 , c)} and T = 
{(a, 1), (c,O)} then we have: 
S~ = {(a, 0), (c, 1), (b, I)}, 
Snp= Qnp = P, 
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S; T = {(a, 1), (1, an and T; S = {(a, c), (a, b), (c, an· 
As an other example, every modular lattice with a smallest element is an one-
object allegory. Composition is given by the join and meet by the meet in the lattice. 
The identity is the smallest element and converse of an element is the element itself. 
The modular law above (4.) is then equivalent to the regular modular property. 
In the following chapters, allegories will become the models of our logic. It is 
usually assumed that models are not empty. 
Definition 3 A non-empty allegory R is an allegory which has at least one object 
and R[A, B] is not empty for every pair of objects A and B. 
The smallest non-empty allegory is an allegory with only one object A = {1} and 
one relation ITA = {(I, In. 
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Chapter 3 
Formal Language of Relational 
Categories 
The main purpose of a proof system is verifying the validity of a formula. This 
requires a formal definition of a language, a suitable notion of an interpretation, 
and a precise definition of the meaning of each sentence of the language [3]. In this 
chapter, first we introduce the syntax of a formal language of allegories, and then we 
define the semantics of this language [17, 18]. 
3.1 Syntax 
In order to provide a proper language for allegories, we require a set of object variables 
"Vobj and a set of object constant symbols Cobj . The two sets Vobj and Cobj as well as 
similar sets introduced later are supposed to be disjoint, i.e., "Vobj n Cobj = 0. 
Definition 4 The set of object terms consists of object variables and object constant 
symbols. 
We also require the following components: 
• Vrel is a countable set of relational variables. Each variable r has a type tl ---7 t2 
where tl and t2 are object terms. To indicate that the variable r has type 
tl ---7 t2 we write r : tl ---7 t2, 
• Crel is a countable set of relational constant symbols. Each constant symbol 
c has a type tl ---7 t2 where tl and t2 are object terms. To indicate that the 
constant symbol c has type tl ---7 t2 we write c : tl ---7 t2, 
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• F is a countable set of typed function symbols. Each function symbol f has a 
type {( t1 --t Sl), ... , (tn --t sn)} --t (t --t s) where t1, Sl, ... , tn, Sn, t, s are object 
terms. To indicate that the variable f has type {(t1 --t Sl), ... , (tn --t sn)} --t 
(t --t s) we write f : {(t1 --t Sl), ... , (tn --t sn)} --t (t --t s). 
Definition 5 The set of relational terms of type Sl --t S2, where Sl and S2 are object 
terms is defined recursively as follows: 
1. If r : Sl --t S2 is a relational variable, then r is a relational term of type Sl --t S2. 
2. If c : Sl --t S2 is a relational constant symbol, then c is a relational term of type 
Sl --t S2. 
3. If s is an object term, then lIs is a relational term of type s --t S. 
4. If t is a relational term of type Sl --t S2, then t~ is a relational term of type 
S2 --t Sl. 
5. If t1 and t2 are relational terms of type Sl --t S2, then tl n t2 is a relational 
term of type Sl --t S2. 
6. If t1 and t2 are relational terms of type Sl --t S2 resp. S2 --t S3, then h; t2 is a 
relational term of type Sl --t S3. 
7. If tl, ... ,tn are relational terms of type Sl --t s~, ... , Sn --t s~ and f is a n-ary 
function symbol with type f : {( Sl --t sD, ... , (sn --t s~)} --t (s --t s'), then 
f(t1, ... , tn) is a relational term of type s --t s'. 
r~ and lIs!; (q n u) are examples of relational terms where r, q, u : r : Sl --t S2 are 
relational variables. 
In order to define formulas we need an additional component, a countable set P 
of typed predicate symbols. Each predicate symbol p has a type {( t1 --t sr), ... , (tn --t 
sn)} where t1, Sl, ... , tn, Sn, are object terms. To indicate that the predicate symbol 
p has type {(t1 --t Sl), ... , (tn --t sn)} we write p : {(t1 --t Sl), ... , (tn --t sn)}. Finally 
we can define the set of formulas. 
Definition 6 The set of formulas is defined recu'rsively as follows: 
1. ..L is a formula. 
2. If hand t2 are relational terms of type Sl --t S2, then t1 = t2 is a formula. 
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3. If t l , . .. ,tn are relational terms of type SI -+ s~, ... , sn -+ s~ and p is a n-ary 
predicate symbol with type {( SI -+ sD, ... , (sn -+ s~)}, then p( t l , ... ,tn) is a 
formula. 
4· If 'PI and 'P2 are formulas, then 'PI 1\ 'P2 is a formula. 
5. If 'PI and 'P2 are formulas, then 'PI V 'P2 is a formula. 
6. If 'PI and 'P2 are formulas, then 'PI -+ 'P2 is a formula . 
7. If'P is a formula, then ''P is a formula. 
8. If'P is a formula and r : SI -+ S2 is a relation variable, then (Vr : SI -+ S2)'P is 
a formula. 
9. If'P is a formula and a is an object variable, then (Va)'P is a formula. 
10. If'P is a formula and r : SI -+ S2 is a relation variable, then (:Jr : SI -+ S2)'P is 
a formula. 
11. If'P is a formula and a is an object variable, then (:Ja) 'P is a formula. 
Let r;;;;; be a predicate symbol with type {(SI -+ S2) , (SI -+ S2)} for any object 
terms SI, S2 and r, q : a -+ b be two relational variables. So both r r;;;;; q and r = q are 
valid formulas as well as (Vr : a -+ b)(r r;;;;; q -+ r = q). 
We adopt certain precedence rules of the logical symbols. ,has higher precedence 
than 1\, 1\ higher than V, V higher than -+, and -+ higher than =. The precedence 
of V and :J is the same as '. 
In the next step, we want to introduce the concept of free variables in a formula. 
In order to do so we have to define the set of object and relational variables in a 
term first. 
Definition 7 The set of object variables OV (s) of an object term s is defined recur-
sively as follows: 
1. OV(a) = {a} for every object variable a, 
2. OV(c) = 0 for every object constant symbol c in Cobj ' 
Definition 8 The set of object variables OV(t) and the set of relational variables 
RV(t) of a relational term t is defined recursively as follows: 
1. OV(r) = OV(SI) u OV(S2) for a relational variable r : SI -+ S2, 
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2. OV(c) = OV(81) u OV(82) for a relational constant symbol c : 81 ---+ 82 in Grel , 
3. OV(t~) = OV(t), 
4. OV(t1; t2) = OV(tl n t2) = OV(t1 ) u OV(t2), 
5. OV(f(tb .. . , tn )) = OV(t1 ) u ... U OV(tn ) for every function symbol f: {(Sl ---+ 
8D , ... , (8n ---+ 8~)} ---+ (8 ---+ 8') . 
6. RV (1') = {r} for every relational variable 1', 
7. RV(c) = 0 for every relational constant symbol c in Grel , 
8. RV(t~) = RV(t), 
9. RV(t1; t2) = RV(tl n t2) = RV(t1) U RV(t2), 
10. RV(f(tl , .. . , tn )) = RV(t1) U ... U RV(tn ) for every function symbol f· 
Now we can define free object and relational variables in a formula. 
Definition 9 The set of free object variables OFV(<p) and the set of free relational 
variables RFV (<p) of a formula <p is defined as follows: 
1. OFV(l.) = 0, 
2. OFV(tl = t2) = OV(td U OV(t2), 
3. OFV(P(t1 ' .. . , tn )) = OV(t1 ) U ... U OV(tn ), 
4. OFV(<P1 ® <P2) = OFV(<P1) u OFV(<P2) where ® E {/\, V, ---+}, 
5. OFV(.<p) = OFV(<p), 
6. OFV((Qa)<p) = OFV(<p) \ {a} where Q E {V,:l}, 
7. OFV((Qr: 81 ---+ 82)<P) = OFV(<p) U OV(r) where Q E {V, :l} , 
8. RFV(l.) = 0, 
9. RFV(tl = t2) = RV(t1 ) U R1l (t2) , 
10. RFV(p(t1' ... , tn )) = RV(t1 ) U ... U RV(tn ), 
11. RFV(<Pl ® <P2) = RFV(<Pl) U RFV(<P2) where 0 E {/\, V, ---+}, 
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12. RFV(-,<p) = RFV(<p), 
13. RFV((Qa)<p) = RFV(<p) where Q E {V, :l}, 
14. RFV((Qr: S1 - S2)<P) = RFV(<p) \ {r} where Q E {V, :l}, 
, 
For example, for the formula (Vr : a - a)r = r we have: 
RFV((Vr : a - a)r = r ) = RFV(r = r) \ {r} 
= RV(r) U RV(r) \ {r} 
={r}\{r}=0 
OFV((Vr : a - a)r = r) = OFV(r = r) U OV(r) 
= OV(r) U OV(r) U OV(r) 
= OV(a) = {a} 
Definition 10 Relational variable r : S1 - S2 resp. object variable a in a formula 'ljJ 
is called free iff r E RFV('ljJ) resp. a E OFV('ljJ ). It is called bounded iff it is not 
free. A formula 'ljJ that does not contain any free object or relational variable, i. e., 
RFV('ljJ ) = 0 and OFV('ljJ) = 0, is called closed. 
So according to the previous definition the formula (Vr : a - a)r = r is not 
closed because it contains the free object variable a. On the other hand, the formula 
(:la)(Vr : a - a)r = r is closed. 
3.2 Semantics 
We want to define what it means for a formula to be valid. Therefore, we first need 
a universe where all syntactic entities can be interpreted by suitable values. 
Definition 11 A pre-model P consists of the following data: 
1. IPI a non-empty allegory, 
2. For each constant symbol c E Cobj a constant cP E ObjiPI' 
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In order to define the semantics of terms and formulas we have to replace the free 
variables of the formula by actual values. Those values are stored in so called envi-
ronments. 
Definition 12 An object environment 0'0 over a pre-model P is a function from the 
set of object variables to the objects of IPI . 
We are now ready to define the value of an object term in a pre-model. 
Definition 13 The value Vp of object terms under the environment 0'0 is defined 
by: 
• Vp(a)(O'o) = O'o(a) for every object variable a, 
• Vp(c)(O'o) = cP for every constant symbol c E Gobj . 
In the next definition we define an environment for both relational and object 
variables. 
Definition 14 An environment 0' = (O'o,O'r) over a pre-model P is a pair of func-
tions so that 0'0 is an object environment over P and O'r maps each relational variable 
r : Sl -+ S2 to a relation O'r(r) : Vp(Sl)(O'o) -+ Vp(S2)(0'0). 
In the following 0'0 and O'r will always refer to the object and relational part of an 
environment 0', respectively. Similarly, we will write O'(a) instead of O'o(a) for object 
variables a, and O'(r : Sl -+ S2) instead of O'r(r : Sl -+ S2) for relational variables 
r : Sl -+ S2. Storing a new value for a variable in an environment is called update. 
Such an update of an environment yields again an environment and is defined as 
follows: 
Definition 15 The update O'[Aja] resp. O'[Rjr : Sl -+ S2] of 0' at the object variable 
a resp. at the relation variable r : Sl -+ S2 with the object A resp. with the relation 
R: O'(Sl) -+ 0'(S2) is defined by: 
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To ascribe meaning to all formulas , we need, besides a non empty allegory, an 
appropriate interpretation of each of the constant, function and predicate symbols. 
Definition 16 A relational model M is a pre-model with the following data: 
1. For each c : Sl -t S2 in Grel and environment fJ a constant c;: : fJ(Sl) -t fJ(S2) 
so that fJ(Sl) = fJ'(Sl) and fJ(S2) = fJ'(S2) implies c;: = c;J, 
2. For each function symbol f : {( t1 -t Sl)' ... ' (tn -t sn)} -t (t -t s) in F 
and environment fJ, a n-ary function f;t which is mapping IMI[fJ(t1)' fJ(Sl)] x 
... x IMI[fJ(tn),fJ(sn)] to IMI[fJ(t),fJ(s)] so that fJ(t1) = fJ'(td, ... ,fJ(tn) = 
fJ'(tn), fJ(t) = fJ'(t) and fJ(Sl) = fJ'(Sl), ... , fJ(sn) = fJ'(sn), fJ(s) = fJ'(s) implies 
f.M - f.M CT - (1'" 
3. For each predicate symbol p in P with type (t1 -t Sl), ... , (tn -t sn) and envi-
ronment fJ , a subset p;: ~ {IMI[dt1),fJ(Sl)] x ... x IMI[fJ(tn),fJ(sn)]}so that 
fJ(t1) = fJ'(t1), . . . , fJ(tn) = fJ'(tn), fJ(t) = fJ'(t) and fJ(Sl) = fJ'(Sl), ... , fJ(sn) = 
fJ' (sn), fJ( s) = fJ' (s) implies p;: = p-:;:r . 
In the previous definition, an object environment would be sufficient because it is 
just needed to get the value of an object term. However, we defined it this way. Note 
that the value of an object term in a model M is the same as that in the pre-model 
P it contains , i.e., VM(s)(fJ) = Vp(s)(fJo). 
Now we are ready to define the value of relational terms and the validity of 
formulas. Both definitions are done inductively on the structure of the language. 
Definition 17 Let M be a relational model and fJ be an environment. The value 
V M of terms under the environment fJ is defined by: 
1. VM(r: Sl -t S2)(fJ) = fJ(r : Sl -t S2) for every relational variable r : Sl -t S2, 
2. VM(C: Sl -t S2)(fJ) = c;: for every constant c : Sl -t S2 in Grel , 
3. VM (f(t1, ... , tn))(fJ) = f;t(VM (t1)(fJ) , ... , VM(tn)(fJ)) 
4· VM(lla)(fJ) = lla(a) , 
5. VM(t~)(fJ) = (VM(t)(fJ))~, 
6. VM (tl n t2)(fJ) = VM(td(fJ) n VM (t2)(fJ), 
7. VM (t1; t2)(fJ) = VM (t1)(fJ); VM (t2)(fJ), 
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The next step is to define the validity of formulas. 
Definition 18 Let M be a relational model, and rJ be an environment. The validity 
of a formula in M under rJ is defined inductively as follows: 
1. M Fa tI = t2 iffVM(tI)(rJ) = VM(t2)(rJ), 
2. M Fa P(tI"'" tn) iff (VM(tI)(rJ), . .. , VM(tn)(rJ)) E p;:, 
3. M Fa <PI 1\ <P2 iff M Fa <PI and M Fa <P2, 
4· M Fa <PI V <P2 iff M Fa <PI or M Fa <P2, 
5. M Fa <PI ~ <P2 iff M Fa '<PI or M Fa <P2, 
6. M Fa '<P iff M ~a <P 
7. M Fa (Vr : SI ~ S2)<P iff M Fa[R/r:s l .... s21 <P for all relations R : rJ(sd ~ 
rJ(S2), 
8. M Fa (Va)<p iff M Fa[A/al <P for all objects A, 
9. M Fa (3r : Sl ~ S2)<P iff M Fa[R/r:s l .... s21 <P for some relation R : rJ( Sl) ~ 
rJ(S2), 
10. M Fa (3a)<p iff M Fa[A/al <P for some object A. 
Based on the previous definition we now introduce the validity of formulas in 
general. 
Definition 19 Let M be a relational model, and <P be a formula. Then: 
1. <P is called valid in the relational model M , M F <p, iff M Fa <P for all 
environments rJ. 
2. <P is called valid in the allegory R, R 1= <p, iff M 1= <P for all models M with 
IMI=R. 
3. <P is called valid, F <p, iff R 1= <P for all allegories R. 
4. <P is said to follow from a sequence of formulas r, r 1= <p, iff whenever M 1= 'IjJ 
for all 'IjJ E r, then M 1= <P for all relational models M . 
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If a formula r.p or a sequence of formulas r is valid in a relational model M, we 
will call M a model of r.p or r respectively. 
In the next lemma, we show that in order to check the validity of a formula we 
are just interested in variables which occur free. 
Lemma 20 (Coincidence Lemma) Let 8 be an object term, t a relational term and 
7/J a formula in the language of relational categories, M be a relational model and 0"1 
and 0"2 environment8 over M 80 that 0"1(a) = 0"2(a) for all free object variables in 
8, t or 7/J and 0"1(r : 81 --t 82) = 0"2(r : 81 --t S2) for all free relational variables r in t 
or 7/J, respectively. Then: 
1. VM(8)(O"d = VM(8)(0"2). 
2. VM(t)(0"1) = VM(t)(0"2). 
3. M Fal 7/J iff M Fa2 7/J. 
Proof. All proofs except part 1 are shown by induction. 
1. If 8 = c, i.e., 8 is an object constant symbol 
If s = a, i.e., 8 is an object variable, we get 
2. If t = c and c : S1 --t 82 is a relational constant symbol 
VM(c: S1 --t 82)(0"1) = C-;;;l 
=cM a02 by 16(3) since for all object 
terms 0"1 ( s) = 0"2 ( 8) by 1 
If t = rand r : 81 --t 82 be a relational variable, we get 
VM(r: 81 --t 82)(0"1) = O"q(r: S1 --t 82) 
= O"r2(r : 81 --t 82) = VM(r : 81 --t 82)(0"2). 
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If t = f(, we get 
VM(t1)(0"1) = (VM(tl)(O"d)~ 
= (VM(tl)(0"2))~ 
= VM(t1 )(0"2). 
The remaining cases are similar to the last one. 
3. If'ljJ = (t l = t2), then we get 
M F<7l tl = t2 {:? VM(tl)(O"d = VM(t2)(0"1) 
by the I.H. 
{:? VM(td(0"2) = VM(t2)(0"2) by 2 
{:? M Fa 2 tl = t2· 
If'ljJ = P(tl' ... , tn), then we get 
M F<7l P(tl' ... , tn) {:? (VM(tl)(O"l), ... , Vn(tn)(O"d) E pM 
{:? (VM(td(0"2), ... , Vn (tn)(0"2)) E pM by 2 
{:? M Fa2 P(tl' ... , tn), 
If 'ljJ = <PI 1\ <P2, then we get 
M F<7l <PI 1\ <P2 {:? M Fal <PI and M F<7l <P2 
{:? M F<72 <PI and M F<72 <P2 
{:? M F<72 <PI 1\ <P2· 
by I.H. 
The cases in which 'ljJ is one of the formulas ~, '<PI, <PI V <P2, or <PI -+ <P2 are 
similar to the previous case. 
Assume 'ljJ = (Qr : 81 -+ 82)<P with Q E {\I,3}. The free variables of <P are 
the free variables of'ljJ and the variables 81, 82 and r. Consequently, the envi-
ronments O"dR/r] and 0"2[R/r] for an arbitrary relation R : 0"1(81) -+ 0"1(82) = 
0"2(81) -+ 0"2(82) coincide on all free variables in <po We conclude 
M F<7l 'ljJ {:? M F<7dR/rJ <P 
{:? M F<72[R/rJ <P 
{:? M F<72 'ljJ 
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for all/some R: (}1(81) -+ (}1(82) 
for all/some R: 0"2(8d -+ (}2(82) 
where the second equivalence is an application of the induction hypothesis. 
The case 'ljJ = (Qa)'P with Q E {V,:3} is similar to the previous case. D 
In the rest of this chapter we introduce the substitution of variables and the 
restrictions of substitution. Then we prove the Substitution Lemma. 
Definition 21 Let r : S1 ---* S2 be a relational variable resp. a be an object variable, 
and 'P be a formula. A relational term t : S1 ---* S2 resp. object term s is called free 
for r resp. a in 'P iff no free occurrence of r resp. a is in a subformula (Qb )'P' or 
(Qq : S1 ---* S2)'P', Q E {V, :3}, of'P for an object variable b or a relational variable q 
occurring in t resp. for an object variable b occurring in s. 
Now we are ready to define the notion of substitution. 
Definition 22 Let a be an object variable, r : S1 ---* S2 be a relational variable, s be 
an object term, t, t' : S1 ---* S2 be relational terms, and 'P be a formula. 
1. By t'[t/r] and t'[s/a] we denote the result of replacing all occurrences oft in t' 
by t resp. replacing all occurrences of a in t' by s. 
2. If t is free for r in 'P, then we denote by 'P[t/r] the result of replacing any free 
occurrence of r in'P by t. 
3. If s is free for a in 'P, then we denote by 'P[s/a] the r·esult of replacing any free 
occurrence of a in'P by s . 
If we write 'P[t/r] we always assume that t is free for r. It can always be achieved by 
renaming bounded variables. 
The next lemma relates the notions of substitution and updating an environment. 
Lemma 23 (Substitution Lemma) Let a be an object variable, r : S1 ---* S2 be a 
relational variable, s, s' be object terms, t, t' : S1 ---* S2, be relational terms, 'P be a 
formula, and M be a relational model. 
1. VM(s'[s/a])(O") = VM(s')(O"[VM(s)(O")/a]) . 
2. VM(t'[t/r])(O") = VM (t') (O"[VM (t)(O")/r]). 
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4· M I=a <p[tlr] iff M l=a[VM(t)(a)/r] <po 
5. M I=a <p[dla] iff M l=a[VM(s)(a)/a] <po 
Proof. All assertions except 1 are shown by induction. 
1. If s' = c and c is an object constant symbol, we get 
VM(c[sla])(O") = VM(c)(O") 
=cM 
= V M (c) (O"[V M (s) (0") I a]) 
= V M (s') (O"[V M (s)( 0") I a]) . 
If s' = a' and a' is an object variable, we distinguish two cases. If a = a', we 
get 
V M (s'[sl a]) ( 0") = V M (s)( 0") 
= VM (a) (O"[VM (s) (O")la]) 
= V M (s')( 0" [V M (s)( 0") I a]). 
If a =f. a', the environments 0" and O"[VM(s)(O")la] coincide on all variables in 
s'. We use Lemma 20(2) and conclude 
V M ( s' [ s I a]) ( 0") = V M ( a') ( 0" ) 
= VM (a') (O"[VM (s)la]) 
= VM (s') (O"[VM (s)la]). 
2. If t' = c and c is a relational constant symbol, we get 
VM(c[tlr])(O") = VM (c) (0") 
=cM a 
_ M 
- ca[V M (t)(a)/r] 
= VM (c) (O"[VM (t)(O")lr]) 
= V M (t')( 0" [V M (t) (0") Ir]). 
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If t' = r' and r' is a relational variable, we distinguish two cases. If r = r', we 
get 
VM(t'[t/r])(O") = VM(t)(O") 
= V M ( r ) ( 0" [V M ( t ) ( 0" ) / r 1 ) 
= V M (t')( 0" [V M (t)( 0") /r]). 
If r =1= r', the environments 0" and O"[VM(t)(O")/r] coincide on all variables in t'. 
We use Lemma 20(2) and conclude 
VM(t'[t/r])(O") = VM(r')(O") 
= VM(r')(O"[VM(t)/r]) 
= VM (t') (O"[VM (t)/r]). 
If t' = j(t1 , ... , tn), we immediately get 
V M(t'[t/r])( 0") 
= jM (VM(tl [t/r])(O"), ... , VM(tn[t/r])(O")) 
= jM(VM(td(O"[VM(t)(O")/r]), ... , VM (t2) (O"[VM (t) (O")/r])) by I.H. 
= VM (t') (O"[VM (t)(O")/r]) 
If t' = t l , we get 
VM(t1[t/r])(0") = (VM(tdt/r])(O"))~ 
= (VM(tl)(O"[VM(t)(O")/r]))~ 
= VM(tl)(O"[VM(t)(O")/r]) 
= VM (t') (O"[VM (t)(O")/r]) 
t' = t1; t2 and t' = tl n t2 are similar to the previous case. 
3. If t' = r : a -+ S2, we get 
VM((r : a -+ s2)[s/a])(0") = VM(r : s -+ S2)(0") 
by I.H. 
= VM(r : a -+ S2)(0"[VM(s)(0")/a]) 
= VM(t')(O"[VM(s)(O")/a]). 
If t' = r : S2 -+ a, then the proof is similar to the previous case. 
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If t' = r : S1 -+ S2, the environments CJ and CJ[VM(s)(CJ)/a] coincide on all 
variables in t'. We use Lemma 20(2) and conclude 
VM(t'[s/a])(CJ) = VM(r)(CJ) 
= VM(r )(CJ[VM(s )/a]) 
= VM (t') (CJ[VM (s)/a]). 
The remaining cases are similar to (1) , 
4. For this part we distinguish several cases: 
M I=a 'P[t/r] 
{:} M I=a tdt/r] = t2[t/r] 
{:} VM (t1[t/r])(CJ) = VM(t2[t/r])(CJ) 
{:} VM(t1)(CJ[VM(t)(CJ)/r]) = VM(t2)(CJ[VM(t)(CJ)/r]) by 2 
{:} M l=a[V M (t)(a)/r] t1 = t2 
{:} M l=a[V M (t)(a) / r] 'P. 
(b) If 'P = P(t1" .. ,tn ), then 
M I=a 'P[t/r] 
{:} M I=a p(h[t/r], . .. , tn[t/r]) 
{:} (VM(tdt/r])(CJ), ... , VM(tn[t/r]) (CJ)) E pM 
{:} (VM(td(CJ[VM(t)(CJ)/r]), .. , VM (tn)(CJ[VM (t)(CJ)/r])) E pM by 2 
{:} M l=a[V M (t)(a) / r] p( t1, ... , tn) 
{:} M l=a[VM(t)(a)/r] 'P. 
(c) If 'P = -''P', then 
M I=a 'P[t/r] 
{:} M I=a -''P'[t/r] 
{:} M l=a[VM(t)(a)/r] -''P' 
{:} M l=a[VM(t)(a)/r] 'P . 
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by LH. 
(d) If <P = <PI 1\ <P2, then 
M Fa <p[tjr] 
~ M Fa <pI [tjr] 1\ <P2[tjr] 
~ M Fa <pI [tjr] and M Fa <p2 [tjr] 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <PI and M Fa[VM(t)(a) /r j <P2 
~ M Fa[VM (t)(a)/rj <PI 1\ <P2 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <po 
(e) If <P = <PI V <P2, then 
M Fa <p[tjr] 
~ M Fa <PI [tjr] V <p2 [tjr] 
~ M Fa <pIftjr] or M Fa <p2 [tjr] 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <PI or M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <P2 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a) /rj <PI V <P2 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <po 
(f) If <P = <PI -7 <P2, then 
MFa <p[tjr] 
~ M Fa <PI [tjr] -7 <P2 [tjr] 
~ M Fa '<PI [tjr] or M Fa <p2[tjr] 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj '<PI or M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <P2 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <PI -7 <P2 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <po 
by I.H. 
by I.H. 
by I.H. 
(g) Assume <P = Q(q : 81 -7 82)<P' with Q E {\i, ::I}. We distinguish two cases: 
Case r = q: 
M Fa <p[tjr] ~ M Fa <P since r does not occur free in <P 
~ M Fa[VM(t)(a)/rj <P by Lemma 20(3) since r 
does not occur free in <P 
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Case r =J q: 
M Fo- cp[t/r] <¢::? M Fo- Q(q : SI -t S2)cp'[t/r] 
<¢::? M Fo-[R/q] cp'[t/r] for all/some R: O"(SI) -t 0"(S2) 
<¢::? M Fo-[R/q][VM(t)(o-)/r] tp' for all/some R : O"(SI) -t 0"(S2) 
by I.H. 
for all/some R : O"(SI) --t 0"(S2) 
since r =J q and q does not 
occur in t because t is free 
for r in tp 
<¢::? M Fo-[VnM(t)(o-)/rj Q(q : SI -t S2)tp' 
<¢::? M Fo-[VnM(t) (o-)/r] tp. 
(h) Analogously to (3). o 
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Chapter 4 
Calculus of Relational Categories 
In this chapter we introduce the first-order logic calculus of relational categories. 
The calculus is formulated in a sequent style [5J but with exactly one formula on the 
right-hand side. In the first section we discus the inference rules of the calculus and 
then we show its soundness and completeness. 
In general, a logical calculus uses proof rules to infer a conclusion from a finite 
set of premises. Suppose a sequence of formulas r 1 and a derivation r 1 f- 'l/Jl is 
given. We start to apply a proof rule of the calculus to the derivation generating 
a new derivation r 2 f- 'l/J2. In the next step, we apply a rule to the new derivation 
generating a new derivation r3 f- 'l/J3. Continuous application of the rules will finally 
end in the intended result r f- 'l/J, the conclusion. The derivation itself is actually a 
tree with the premises as leaves, applications of rules as nodes, and the conclusion 
as the root. The tree will be ended at axioms rules which don't need premises. 
4.1 Inference Rules 
Our calculus has three different types of rules; structural rules, which operate on the 
sequent of formula in a judgment, logical rules, which are concerned with the logical 
operations, and axioms rules, which represent the basic tautology of logic and the 
axioms of the theory of allegories. 
Definition 24 Let r be a sequence of formulas, then the rules in Figures 4·1, 4.2, 
and 4.3 constitute the formal calculus of allegories. We write r f- <p to indicate that 
there is a derivation ending in that sequence. 
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-L- Axiom 
c.p'c.p 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)TIa; r = r 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)r; TIb = r 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)r n r = r 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)(Vq : a -? b)(Vu : a -? b)(r n q) n u = r n (q n u) 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)(r~ )~ = r 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)(Vq : a -? b)(r n q)~ = r~ n q~ 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)(Vq : b -? c)(r; q)~ = q~ ; r~ 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)(Vq : b -? c)(Vu : b -? c)r; (q n u) = r; (q n u) n r; q n r; u 
f-- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a -? b)(Vq : b -? c)(Vu : a -? c)r; q n u = r; (q n r~; u) n r; q n u 
Figure 4.1: Axiom rules 
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Weakening rule 
Contraction rule 
Permutation rule 
Cut rule 
rf-'IjJ 
r f- n/, Weak 
,'P If' 
r, 'P, 'P f- 'IjJ 
r f- n/, Cont. 
,'P If' 
rf-<p r,<pf-'IjJ 
r f- 'IjJ Cut 
Figure 4.2: Structural rules 
left logical rules 
_r-=--" 'P-=I'---f-_'ljJ-'---_r...:.." 'P.:.....:2=-:,f----,-'IjJ VL 
r, 'PI V <P2 f- 'IjJ 
rf-<p 
=r-, -,-<p---'-:'f--'ljJ--:- -,L 
right logical rules 
f- t = t =R 
r f- <PI r f- <P2 
---=r=-f-":""-<p-I-I\-<P-2-'-- I\R 
r f- <PI 
=r--:-f--<p------'I -V-'P-2 VR =--:-r_f----'<p_2_ VR r f- <PI V <P2 
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r, <p[tjr] f- 'lj; VL (reI) 
r f- <p VR (reI) 
r f- (Vr : 81 -t 82)<P 
r, (Vr : 81 -t 82)<P f- 'lj; 
r, <p[8ja] f- 'lj; VL (obj) 
r, (Va)<p f- 'lj; 
r, <p f- 'lj; :3L (reI) 
r, (:3r : 81 -t 82)<P f- 'lj; 
If r does not occur free 
in any formula of r 
r ~ ~V~)<p VR (obj) 
If a does not occur free 
in any formula of r 
If r does not occur free in 
any formula of r and in 'lj; 
r f- <p[tjr] :3R (reI) 
r f- (:3r : 81 -t 82)<P 
r, <p f- 'lj; ::JL ( b' ) 
r, (:3a)<p f- 'lj;::J 0 J 
If a does not occur free in 
any formula of r and in 'lj; 
r f- <p[8ja] :3R ( b') 
r f- (:3a)<p 0 J 
r,--'<pf-~ 
r f- <p PBC 
Figure 4.3: Logical rules 
Figure 4.4 shows an simple example of a derivation tree. 
'lj;f-'lj; 
f- oJ, f- oJ, Weak 
<p <p <P,'f/ 'f/-tL 
<p,<p =} 'lj; f- 'lj; 
Figure 4.4: Example Derivation 
Note that for the =L rule, we have chosen this version, which does not really look 
like a left rule, because it seems more convenient to use. In order to have the equation 
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on the left hand side it could use just the right assumption and the conclusion with 
the equation added to gamma. 
4.2 Soundness Proof of Calculus 
Soundness of a deductive system is the property that whatever can be derived is also 
valid, i.e., that f f- <P implies f 1= <po This property is the very least one would 
require from any logical system. In the next lemma, we show the soundness of our 
calculus. 
Theorem 25 (Soundness) Let f be a sequence of relational formulas and 'IjJ be a 
relational formula. If f f- 'IjJ is valid, then f 1= 'IjJ holds. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the derivation f f- 'IjJ. 
Base cases: If f = <P and 'IjJ = <P then the proof is just a premise. We need to 
show for all relational models M and environment (J if M I=a <P holds, then 
M I=a 'IjJ. Since 'IjJ = <P that is trivial. 
If f is empty and 'IjJ = (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a - b)lIa; r = r then we need to show 
for all relational models M and environment (J, M I=a 'IjJ holds. Since IMI 
is an allegory then M l=a[A/a,B/b,R/r:a-+b] IIA ; R = R for all objects A, Band 
relations R : A-B. Using the definition of 1= we get M I=a (Va)(Vb)(Vr : 
a - b)lIa; r = r. 
The remaining axiom rules can be shown analogously. 
Weak: In this case f = f' , <P for some sequence of formulas f' and we have a 
derivation r' f- 'IjJ. Now assume M is a relational model and (J an environment 
so that M I=a <P and M I=a r' holds. Based on the induction hypothesis 
M I=a r' implies M I=a 'IjJ. 
Cont.: In this case r = f',<p and we have a derivation r',<p,<p f- 'IjJ. Now assume 
M is a relational model and (J an environment so that M I=a <p and M I=a r' 
holds. By the induction hypothesis we conclude M I=a 'IjJ, and, hence r', <p I=a 
'IjJ. 
Perm. : In this case r = f' , <P2, <PI and we have a derivation f', <PI, <P2 f- 'IjJ. Now 
assume M is a relational model and (J an environment so that M I=a <PI, 
M I=a <P2 and M I=a r' holds. By the induction hypothesis we conclude 
M I=a 'IjJ, and, hence f', <P2, <PI I=a 'IjJ. 
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Cut: In this case we have derivations f I- i.{J and f, i.{J I- 'lj;. Assume M is a relational 
model and a an environment so that M 1=0- f holds. We get from the induction 
hypothesis that M 1=0- i.{J and, again by using the induction hypothesis we 
conclude M 1=0- 'lj;. 
=L: In this case we have derivations f I- tl = t2 and f I- 'lj;[tdr]. Now assume 
M is a relational model and a an environment so that M 1=0- f holds. By 
the induction hypothesis we get f 1=0- 'lj;[tdr]. Using Lemma 23(4) we have 
f 1=00[VM(tI)(0-)/rj 'lj;. Again by the induction hypothesis we get f 1=0- tl = t2 
which implies that VM(t1)(a) = VM (t2)(a). Hence, f 1=0-[VM(t2)(0-)/rj 'lj; and by 
using Lemma 23(4) we conclude f 1=0- 'lj;[t2/r]. 
!\L: In this case f = r', i.{Jl !\ i.{J2 and we have a derivation f' , i.{Jl, i.{J2 I- 'lj;. Now assume 
M is a relational model and a an environment so that M 1=0- f' and M 1=0-
i.{Jl !\ i.{J2 holds. From the definition of 1= we get M 1=0- i.{Jl !\ i.{J2 iff M 1=0- i.{Jl 
and M 1=0- i.{J2· Which implies M 1=0- f', M 1=0- i.{Jl and M 1=0- i.{J2 holds. By 
the induction hypothesis we conclude M 1=0- 'lj;, and, hence f' , i.{Jl !\ i.{J2 1=0- 'lj;. 
VL: In this case f = f', i.{Jl V i.{J2 and we have derivations f', i.{Jl I- 'lj; and f', i.{J2 I- 'lj;. 
Assume M is a relational model and a an environment so that M 1=0- f' and 
M 1=0- i.{Jl V i.{J2 holds. By the definition of 1= we get M /=0- i.{Jl or M 1=0- i.{J2· 
In the first case we conclude M satisfies r', i.{Jl' Using induction hypothesis we 
conclude M 1=0- 'lj;. If M 1=0- i.{J2 we conclude M 1=0- 'lj; analogously. 
-+ L : In this case f = f', i.{Jl -+ i.{J2 and we have derivations f' I- i.{Jl and f', i.{J2 I- 'lj;. 
Assume M is a relational model and a an environment so that M 1=0- f' and 
M 1=0- i.{Jl -+ i.{J2 holds. From the definition of 1= we get M 1=0- i.{Jl -+ i.{J2 iff 
M 1=0- i.{J2 or M ~o- i.{Jl· We distinguish two cases: 
Case M 1=0- i.{J2 : We know that M 1=0- f', and by induction hypothesis we 
conclude M 1=0- 'lj;. 
Case M ~o- i.{Jl: We have M 1=0- r', which is implies (based on induction 
hypothesis) that M 1=0- i.{Jl. Hence this case is impossible. 
,L In this case f = f', 'i.{J and we have a derivation f' I- i.{J. Now assume M is a 
relational model and a an environment so that M 1=0- f' and M 1=0- 'i.{J holds 
and from the induction hypothesis we get M 1=0- i.{J. This is a contradiction so 
that such a M does not exist. Hence, f', 'i.{J 1= 'lj; is always true. 
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\fL (reI) : In this case r = r ', (\fr : 81 --7 82)tp where r is a relational variable and 
81 and 82 are object terms and r ', tp[t/r] I- 'l/J. Assume M is a relational model 
and (J" an environment so that M FCT r' and M FCT (\fr : 81 --7 82)tp holds. 
Using the definition of F we get M FCT[VM(t)(CT)/r) tp. By Lemma 23(4) the 
la,tter is equivalent to M FCT tp[t/r]. Hence, from the induction hypothesis we 
conclude M FCT 'l/J. 
\fL (obj) : Analogously to \fL (reI). 
3L (rei): In this case r = r ',(3r: 81 --7 82)tp and r',tp I- 'l/J. Assume M is a 
relational model and (J" an environment so that M FCT r' and M FCT (3r : 81 --7 
82)tp holds. Using the definition we get M FCT[T/r :sl--+ s2) tp for some relation 
T : (J"(81) --7 (J"(82)' According to Lemma 20(3), since r does not occur free in 
any formula of r' we have M FCT[T/ r :sl --+ s2) r'. By the induction hypothesis we 
get M FCT[T/r:sl--+s2) 'l/J. Again by Lemma 20(3) we conclude M FCT 'l/J since r 
does not occur free in 'l/J. 
3L (obj) : Analogously to 3L (reI). 
=R: It is trivial. 
!\R: In this case 'l/J = tpl !\ tp2 and we have derivations r I- tpl and r I- tp2. Assume 
M is a relational model and (J" an environment so that M FCT r holds. By 
the induction hypothesis we conclude M FCT tpl and M FCT tp2 which implies 
M Fa tpl !\ tp2, and, hence M FCT 'l/J. 
VR: In this case 'l/J = tpl V tp2 and we have a derivation r I- tpl' Assume M is 
a relational model and (J" an environment so that M FCT r holds. From the 
induction hypothesis we get M FCT tpl, and, by the definition of F we conclude 
M FCT tpl V tp2 ' 
--7 R: In this case 'lj; = tpl --7 tp2 and we have a derivation r, tpl I- tp2. Assume M is 
a relational model and (J" an environment so that M FCT r holds . If M FCT tpl 
holds then from the induction hypothesis we get M FCT tp2. By the definition 
of F we conclude M FCT tpl --7 tp2· If M FCT tpl then by the definition of F, 
M FCT tpl --7 tp2 is always hold. 
,R: In this case 'l/J = ,tp and we have a derivation r, tp 1-.1. Assume M is a 
relational model and (J" an environment so that M FCT r holds. If M satisfies 
tp we conclude M Fa .1 from the induction hypothesis. That is a contradiction, 
hence, we conclude M FCT ,tp. 
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VR (reI) : In this case 'I/J = (Vr : SI --t S2)'P and we have r f- 'P . Assume M 
is a relational model and 0' an environment so that M Fa r. Since r does 
not occur free in any formula of r , by Lemma 20(3) we get M Fa[T/ r :sl ->s2] 
r for all relations T : O'(SI) --t 0'(S2). By the induction hypothesis we get 
M Fa[T/r:sl-> s2] 'P for all relations T : O'(SI) --t 0'(S2). Using the definition we 
conclude M Fa (Vr : SI --t S2)'P. 
VR (obj) : Analogously to VR (reI) . 
:3R (reI) : In this case 'I/J = :3r : SI --t S2 : 'P and we have r f- 'P[t/r] . Assume M is 
a relational model and 0' an environment so that M Fa r. By the induction 
hypothesis we get M Fa 'P [t/r]. By Lemma 23(4) the latter is equivalent to 
M Fa[VM(t)(a)/r] 'P. Hence, we get from the definition M Fa (:3r : SI --t S2) 'P . 
:3R (obj) : Analogously to :3R (reI). 
PBC: In this case we have a derivation r, -,'I/J f-.l. Assume M is a relational 
model and 0' an environment so that M Fa r holds. If M Fa -,'I/J we conclude 
M Fa .l from the induction hypothesis. That is a contradiction, hence, we 
conclude M Fa'ljJ. 
This completes the proof. o 
4.3 Completeness Proof of Calculus 
A calculus is complete if for every set of premises r, any formula which semantically 
follows from r is derivable from r, i.e., if r F 'I/J holds then r f- 'I/J is valid [10]. 
Our next goal is to show completeness of the calculus. First, we want to get rid of 
premises in a proof. 
Lemma 26 Let 'PI, ... , 'Pn and 'I/J be formulas . Then we have: 
1. 'PI,· . . , 'Pn F 'I/J iff F 'PI --t ('P2 --t ('P3 --t ( . .. ('Pn --t 'I/J) . .. ))). 
2. 'PI> .. . , 'Pn f- 'I/J iff f- 'PI --t ('P2 --t ('P3 --t ( ... ('Pn --t 'I/J) ... ))). 
Proof. In this proof we will denote the formula 'PI --t ('P2 --t ('P3 --t ( .. . ('Pn --t 
'I/J) .. . ))) by x· 
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1. =:>: Assume M is a relational model so that M F tpl,·· . , M F tpn. we 
conclude M F 'IjJ, and, hence, M F X. If there is an i with M ~ tpi we 
immediately conclude M F X· 
~: Assume M is a relational model so that M F tpi for all i E {I, ... , n}. 
Since X is valid, we have M F X. From the fact that X is a chain of implications 
we conclude M F 'IjJ, and, hence, tpl,· .. ,tpn F 'IjJ . 
2. =:>: Assume there is a derivation tpl, ... ,tpn f- 'IjJ. By applying the rule ---t R n 
times we get a derivation f- X. 
~: Assume there is a derivation f- X and X = tpl ---t X'. We give following 
derivation: 
X' f- X' 
f- If)l ---t X' I f) f- I f) I f) X' f- If) Weak 
.,..- 1XT k .,..-1 .,..-1 .,..-1, .,..-1 L 
L I vvea I L I ---t 
tpi r tpl ---t X tpl, tpl ---t X r X Cut 
tpl f- X' 
By applying similar derivations n-times with the formula tpi in the ith appli-
cation we get a derivation tpl, . . . ,tpn f- 'IjJ. 0 
The next step is to take care of the free variables in a formula. 
Lemma 27 Let tp be a formula. Then 
4· M F tp iff M F (Va)tp. 
5. F tp iff F (Va)tp. 
6. f- tp ifff- (Va)tp. 
Proof. 
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1. =>: Let 0" be an arbitrary environment. We get M Fa[R/r:sl-+s2] cP by the 
assumption for all R: O"(sd --t O"(Sl)' hence, M Fa (\:Ir : Sl --t S2)CP· 
-{=: Let 0" be an arbitrary environment. Then 0" = O"[O"(x)jxJ. By the assump-
tion we have M F (\:Ir : Sl --t S2)CP[0"], and, hence, M Fa[a(r)/r] cpo We conclude 
MFa cpo 
2. This follows immediately from (1). 
3. =>: To the derivation f- cP we apply the rule \:IL (reI) to get a derivation f-
(\:Ir : Sl --t S2)CP. The variable condition is satisfied since the derivation has no 
premises. 
-{=: We give a derivation for this implication: 
cP f- cP \:IL (reI) 
f- (\:Ir : Sl --t S2)CP (\:Ir: Sl --t S2)CP f- cP 
f- cP Cut 
The cases (4),(5) and (6) are similar to (1),(2) and (3). o 
Since every formula just contains finitely many free variables we may close a 
formula by adding universal quantifiers, e.g., if cP is a formula and has free (relational 
or object) variables Xl, .. . , Xn then (\:IX1'" . , xn)CP is a closed formula. 
Lemma 28 The following statements are equivalent: 
1. The calculus is complete, i. e., CP1,"" CPn F 'l/J implies CP1, ... , CPn f- 'l/J for all 
formulas CP1, ... , CPn and 'l/J. 
2. F cP implies f- cP for all closed formulas cpo 
Proof. 
1. => 2.: This implication is trivial. 
2. => 1.: Assume <PI"", CPn 1= 'l/J and let cP = CPI --t (CP2 --t (CP3 --t ( ... (CPn --t 
'l/J) . .. ))). By Lemma 26(1) we have 1= cpo Now, we apply Lemma 27(2) as 
often as we have free variables to conclude F \:Icp. (2) implies f- \:Icp, and, hence 
f- cP using Lemma 27(3). Finally, Lemma 26(2) shows CPI,· .. , CPn f- 'l/J. 0 
In the followings, we are going to prove (2) instead of (1). 
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Definition 29 A set of closed formulas T is called a theory. A theory is called 
consistent iff T 1f.1. It is called inconsistent iff it is not consistent, i. e., if T f-- ..i. 
In the next lemma, we want to relate derivations with the consistency of a theory. 
Lemma 30 Let T be a theory, and <p be a closed formula. Then T f-- <p iff T U { -'<p } 
is inconsistent. 
Proof. Let r be a sequence of all formulas in T, then we give following derivations: 
=?: We have derivation r f-- <p, hence we can conclude: 
rf--<p 
,----,'-- -,L 
r, -'<p f--.1 
{=: This time we have a derivation r, -'<p f-- .1, So we get: 
r, -'<p f-- .1 
r f-- <p PBC 
o 
In the next lemma, we provide the version of the completeness theorem we are 
going to prove. Notice that (1) actually implies completeness. 
Lemma 31 The following statements are equivalent: 
1. T 1= <p implies T f-- <p for all closed formulas <p and consistent theories T. 
2. Every consistent theory has a relational model. 
Proof. 
1. =? 2.: T is consistent, i.e., T If .1, and by (1) we have T ~ .1. This implies that 
there is a relational model M so that M 1= 'l/J for all 'l/J E T and M ~ ..i. 
Consequently, M is a relational model for T. 
2. =? 1.: Assume T If <po Then we have to show that T ~ <po By Lemma 30 the 
theory T U {-'<p} is consistent. From (2) we conclude that T U {-'<p} has a 
relational model M, i.e., M 1= 'l/J for all 'l/J E T and M 1= -,<p, i.e., T ~ <po 0 
In the following we are going to prove the statement in Lemma 31(2). We are 
facing the problem that we have to construct a model for a given theory. The key 
idea is to basically use the syntactic material itself, i.e., the universe is formed by 
the variable-free or closed terms. 
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Lemma 32 Let T be a theory, and define the relation", S1,S2 on closed terms tl and 
t2 with the same type Sl ---t S2 by tl f'V S1 ,S2 t2 iff T f- t1 = t2. Then f'V S1 ,S2 is an 
equivalence relation, and we have 
4. If t1 "'S1'S~ t~, .. . , tn f'VSn,S~ t~ then f(tl,' .. ,tn) ('Vs,s' f(t~, . . . ,t~) for all n-ary 
function symbols of type s ---t s', and 
5. T f- P(tl, ... , tn) iffT f- p(t~, ... , t~) for all n-ary predicate symbols p. 
Proof . . The rule f- t = t shows that ('VS1 ,S2 is reflexive. Assume tl "'S1,S2 t2 and 
t2 "'S1,S2 t3' Then there are derivations T f- t1 = t2 and T f- t2 = t3. We get 
_T_f-----'t2=--==:-;-t..:::.3_T_f-_t--=.1_=~t2 =L 
T f- tl = t3 
and, hence, tl "'S1,S2 t3, i.e., ('V is transitive. Assume tl f'V S1 ,S2 t2, i.e., there is a 
derivation T f- tl = t2. We get 
and, hence, t2 "'S1,S2 t l , i.e., "'S1 ,82 is symmetric. 
Now, assume tl "'S1'S~ t~, ... , tn "'8n ,S~ t~, i.e. , there are derivations T f- t1 
t~, ... , T f- tn = t~. We get 
tl = t~ f(t 1, t2, . .. ,tn) = f(t 1 , t2, . .. ,tn) =R 
f(t 1, t2, .. . ,tn) = f(t~, t2, . . . ,tn) =L 
n - 1 additional applications of the rule =L shows T f- f(t 1 , ... , tn) = f(t~, ... , t~). 
Properties (1),(2),(3) and (5) are shown analogously. 0 
In order to construct a model for a theory we first need to construct the underlying 
allegory. Due to the previous lemma, the following structure is well-defined. 
Definition 33 Let T be a theory. Then I'HTI is defined as follows: 
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i. Objl'HTI is the class of closed object terms, i. e., object constant symbols, 
2. For every pair of objects CI and C2 a class of morphisms I 'HT I[CI, C2 ] exists. The 
morphisms in I'HTI [cl, C2] are [t](q ,C2) of type CI --+ C2 where [t](Q ,C2) denotes the 
equivalence class of the term t with respect to ""'Cl,C2' 
3. lI~T = [lIc](c,c), 
4· [t](;l,C2) = [t~](C2,Cl)' 
5. [tl] (Cl,C2); [t2](C2,C3) = [tl ; t2] (Cl,C3), 
6. [t l ](Cl,C2) n [t2](Q,C2 ) = [h n t2](Cl,C2)' 
The next step is to show that I'HTI is an allegory. 
Lemma 34 Let T be a theory. Then I'HTI is an allegory. 
Proof. We are required to show that the properties in Definition 2 are valid in I'HTI. 
From the definition we get: 
By the axiom rules of calculus we have I- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a --+ b)lIa ; r = r ,so we get 
the following derivations: 
=----:--=---- Axiom 
llc;t = t I- llc; t = t VL (reI) 
(Vr . c ....... c')ll . r = r I- II . t = t 
. c, c, VL (obj) 
(Vb)(Vr: c ....... b)llc;r = r I- llc;t = t (.) -::---'.,.....".:-:'-:--::---~=-----':::--- VL obJ (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a ....... b)lla; r = r I- llc; t = t 
-~~~--~------We~ T I- (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a ....... b)lla; r = r T, (Va)(Vb)(Vr : a ....... b)lla; r = r I- llc; t = t 
TI-llc;t=t Cut 
This shows (lIc; t) ""'(c,c') t, and, hence, [lIc; t](c,c') = [t](c ,c')' 
Proof for the remaining cases are similar to the previous proof. 
Now we can define a model for theory T. 
o 
Definition 35 Let T be a theory. Then the Henkin-model fiO} 'HT of T is defined 
by: 
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1. IfiTI is the allegory defined in Definition 33, 
Notice that in the Henkin-model we have V1t (t)(O") = [t] for all closed terms t 
independent of 0". 
The model above is not necessarily a model of the theory. It might not even be a 
model because it is possible that the language does not have any closed terms, i.e., 
the underlying allegory of fiT is empty. But if the theory and the language is strong 
enough, then the Henkin-model is indeed a model of the theory. 
Definition 36 A theory T is called 
1. complete iff T f- <p or T f- '<p for all closed formulas <po 
2. a Henkin-theory iff 
(a) for every closed formula (::Ia)'P there is an object constant symbol c' so 
that T f- (::Ia)<p -t <p[c'/a], 
(b) for every closed formula (::Ir : Sl -t S2)'P there is a relational constant 
symbol c so that T f- (::Ir : Sl -t S2)'P -t 'P[c/r]. 
As mentioned earlier we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 371fT is a consistent and complete Henkin-theory, then fiT is a model of 
T. 
Proof. First of all, we want to show that the universe IfiTI is not empty. Since T 
is a Henkin-theory we have T f- (::Ia)Ha = Ha -t ilco = ilco for an object constant Co 
so that I fiT I has at least one object. If Cl and C2 are objects of IfiTI, then we have 
T f- (::Ir : C1 -t c2)r = r -t Cr = Cr because T is a Henkin-theory. This implies that 
[Cr ]Ccl,c2) is a morphism between Cl and C2. 
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In order to show the property that t.p E T implies 'HT F t.p we are going to prove 
a stronger property. We are going to show 
(*) 'HT Fa[[tljlrIj ... [[tnl/Tnj t.p <===> T f- t.p[tl/rl] ... [tn/rn] 
for all formulas t.p with free (object or relational) variables rl, .. . ,r n, closed (object 
or relational) terms tl, . .. ,tn and environments (J'. In the proof we are going to use 
the abbreviations 
~ 
t for (t l , ... , tn), 
~ 
t/r for [tl/rl] ... [tn/rn] 
~ ----+ ~ 
and, similarly, [t], [tJlr and (j(t)/r. With those conventions (*) reads 
----+ 
'HT FaUtl/ri t.p <===> T f- t.p[t/r]. 
This is shown by induction. 
t.p = p(t~, ... , t~): First of all, we have 
----+ 
= V'HT(tat/r])(O') Lemma 23(2) 
----+ 
= [t~[t/rll 
for i E {l, .. . ,m}. We conclude 
'HT F aUti/ri p( t~, ... , t~) 
----t ----t 
<=> (V'HT(t~)(O'[[t]/r]) , .. . ,V'HT(t~)(O'[[tJlr])) E p'HT 
----+ ----+ 
<=> ([t~[t/r]], . .. , [t~[t/r]]) E p'HT above 
----+ ----+ 
<=> T f- p( t~ [tjr], .. . , t~[tjr]) 
----+ 
<=> T f- p(t~, ... , t~)[tjr]. 
t.p = (tl = t2 ) Similar to previous case. 
t.p =.1: In this case we have 'HT ~ .1 and T If .1 since T is consistent. 
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<P = ,<p': We immediately conclude 
1fT F utTtVrj ,<p' {:} 1fT ~ utTtVrj <p' 
-----+ {:} T Ii <p' [t/rJ 
-----+ {:} T f- (,<p') [t/rJ. 
induction hypothesis 
T complete 
<P = <Pl A <P2: In this case we have 
1fT F utTtVrj <Pl A <P2 
{:} 1fT F utTtVrj <Pl and 1fT F utTtVrj <P2 
-----+ -----+ {:} T f- <Pl[t/rJ and T f- <P2[t/r] induction hypothesis 
-----+ -----+ 
T f- <Pl[t/r] T f- <P2[t/r] 
-----+ AR 
=>: T f- (<Pl A <P2)[t/r] 
-----+ -----+ 
<Pl [t/r] f- <Pl [t/r] 
-----+ -----+ -----+ Weak 
<pdt/r], <P2[t/r] f- <pdt/r] 
-----+ -----+ -----+ Weak 
T, <pdt/r], <P2[t/r] f- <Pl[t/r] 
-----+ -----+ -----+ AL 
T f- (<plA <P2)[t/r] T , (<Pl A <p2)[t/r] f- <pdt/r] 
-----+ Cut 
~: T f- <pdt/r] 
-----+ 
T I- <P2[t/r] is shown analogously. 
<P = <Pl V <P2: In this case we have 
1fT F uWrj <Pl V <P2 
{:} 1fT F uWrj <Pl or 1fT F uWrj <P2 
-----+ -----+ {:} T f- <pdt/r] or T f- <P2[t/r] induction hypothesis 
-----+ -----+ -----+ 
1fT f- <pdt/r] then by using VRI we conclude T f- (<Pl V <p2)[t/r]. 1fT f- <P2[t/r] 
then by using VR2 we conclude same assertion. For the converse implication 
-----+ -----+ 
we notice that T is complete, which implies T f- <pdt/r] or T f- '<pdt/r]. If 
-----+ -----+ -----+ 
T f- <pdt/r] then T f- <Pl[t/r] or T f- <P2[t/r] holds. If T f- '<Pl then we can 
-----+ 
show T f- <p2[t/r] by the following derivation: 
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'P = 'PI --t 'P2: In this case we have 
1fT 1= a ITtVri 'PI --t 'P2 
¢:> 1fT 1= aITtVri ''PI or 1fT 1= aITtVri 'P2 
-----+ -----+ 
¢:> T f- ''PI [t/r] or T f- 'P2[t/r] induction hypothesis 
=:>: We distinguish two cases: 
-----+ 
Case T f- ''PI [t/r]: 
-----+ 
Case T f- 'Pdt/r]: 
-----+ -----+ -----+ 
¢=: T is complete, so T f- -''Pdt/r] or T f- -''Pdt/r]. If T f- -''PI[t/r] then 
-----+ -----+ -----+ 
T f- -''Pt[t/r] or T f- 'P2[t/r]holds. If T f- 'PI then we can show T f- 'P2[t/r] by 
the following derivation: 
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cp = (:3q : 81 ~ 82)CP': First of all, we have 
7-lT 1= ailtJ/ri (:3q : 81 ~ 82)CP' 
{:} 7-lT 1= ailtJ/ri[[t']/q] cp' for some [t'] E I7-lTI 
-----+ {:} T I- cp'[t/r][t' /q]]. for some closed term t' 
by the induction hypothesis 
It remains to show that the last property is equivalent to T I- ((:3q : 81 ~ 
-----+ 82)CP') [t/r]. The implication =} follows by using the rule :3R (reI). Conversely, 
-----+ 
assume T I- ((:3q : 81 ~ 82)CP') [t/r]. Since T is a Henkin-theory there is a 
-----+ -----+ 
relational constant symbol c with T I- ((:3q : 81 ~ 82)cp')[t/r] ~ cp'[t/r][c/q]. 
-----+ -----+ 
Suppose A = ((:3q : 81 ~ 82)cp')[t/r] and B = cp'[t/r][c/q]. We conclude: 
TI-A~B 
BI-B 
A I- A A B I- B Weak 
T I- A A, A ~ B I- B ~ L 
T,A ~ B I- A Weak T,A,A ~ B I- B Weak 
T A ~ B I- B Cut 
, Cut TI-B 
cp = (:3a)cp': Similar to the previous case. 
cp = (\fq : 81 ~ 82)CP': Similar to the previous case we get 
7-lT 1= ailtJ/ri (\fq : 81 ~ 82)CP' 
{:} 7-lT 1= ailtJ/ri[[t'l/q] cp' for all [t'] E I 7-lT I 
-----+ {:} T I- cp'[t/r][t' /q]. for all closed term t' 
by the induction hypothesis 
and it remains to be shown that the last property is equivalent to T I- ((\fq : 
-----+ -----+ 
81 ~ 82)cp')[t/r] . =}: Assume T I- cp'[t/r][t' /q] for all closed terms t. Since 
-----+ -----+ 
T is a Henkin-theory we have T I- ((:3q : 81 ~ 82),cp')[t/r] ~ (,cp') [t/r][c/q] 
~ 
for a relational constant symbol c. Let A = ((:3q : 81 ~ 82),cp')[t/r] and 
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----t 
B = (--.<p') [t/r][c/q]. We get: 
B~B 
A ~ A A B ~ B Weak 
, -+L 
T ~ A -+ B A, A -+ B ~ B 
T A ~ A -+ B Weak T, A, A -+ B ~ B Weak 
T A ~ B Cut , 
----t 
Let 'lj; denote <p'[t/r],and q be a relation of type 81 -+ 82. So from the above 
derivation we know T, C:Jq)--.'lj; ~ --.'lj;[c/q]. We get: 
T ~ 'lj;[c/q] 
-T,-""'(:J-q-) --.-'lj;-=-~--'---'lj;-=-["-c/""""q] Weak 
-..,.--.'---'----,:----=-..;---=-- --.L 
T, (3q)--.'lj; ~ --.'lj;[c/q] T, (3q)--.'lj;, --.'lj;[c/q] ~ ..L 
T, (3q)--.'lj; ~ ..L Cut 
--.'lj; ~ --.'lj; 
--.'lj; ~ (3q)--.'lj; 3R (reI) 
T, --.'lj; ~ (3q)--.'lj; Weak 
T ~ --.((3q)--.'lj;) --.R ---.,....,..--'----.:......,...-- --.L T, --.'lj; , --.((3q)--.'lj;) ~ ..L 
T, --.'lj; ~ ..L Cut 
T ~ 'lj; PBC 
T ~ (Vq)'lj; VR (reI) 
<¢=: 
----t ----t 
<p'[t/r][c/q] ~ <p'[t/r][c/q] 
----t ----t VL (reI) 
((Vq: 81 -+ 82)<p')[t/r] ~ <p'[t/r][c/q] 
----t ----t ----t Weak 
T ~ ((Vq : 81 -+ 82)<p')[t/r] T, ((Vq : 81 -+ 82)<p')[t/r] ~ <p'[t/r][c/q] 
----t Cut 
T ~ <p'[t/r][c/q] 
<p = (Va)<p': Similar to the previous case. o 
It remains to show that every consistent theory can be extended to a consistent 
and complete Henkin-theory. First, we want to show that just adding new constant 
symbols does not have any effect on the consistency of a theory. 
In order to distinguish different languages we denote by L(T) the language of T, 
i.e., L(T) = (Gobj , Grel , F, P) with Gobj the set of object constants, Grel the set of 
relational constants, F the set of function symbols and P the set of predicate symbols. 
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We say that <p is a formula in the language L(T) iff <p just contains symbols from 
Gobj , Grel , F and P. 
Lemma 38 Let T be a theory, <p be a formula in the language L(T), and G:el and 
G~bj be, a set of relational and object constant symbols with G~bj' Gobj , G:el , Grel and 
F be pairwise disjoint. Then we have: 
1. for all Cl, ... , Cn E G:el and relational variables rl, . . . , r n 
2. for all c~, ... ,c~ E G~bj and object variables ai, .. . , an 
T~<p 
Proof. 
1. =?: Assume we have T ~ <po By using Lemma 27(3) n-times we get a derivation 
T ~ (\;/rl, . .. rn)<P. We conclude: 
~: We are going to use a similar notion as in the proof of Lemma 37, and 
we prove the following more general property for all formulas '¢1 , . . . ,'¢m and 
<p: Let Cl, ... , Cn be the new relational constant symbols that occur in a 
----t ----t ----t 
derivation T U {'¢dc/r], . .. ,'¢m[c/r]} ~ <p[c/r]. Then there is a derivation 
T U {'¢1, ... ,'ljJm} ~ <po We are going to prove this property by induction on the 
structure of the give derivation. 
----t 
If the derivation is just an assumption, the formula <p[c/r] is either in T or 
----t 
equal to 'ljJi [c / r] for an i E {I, ... , m}. In the first case the formula does not 
----t 
contain any relational constant c since F n Grel = 0 so that <p[c/r] is actually 
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equal to <po In the latter case we conclude that <p = 'l/Ji since both formulas do 
not contain any of the new constant symbols. 
Cut: In this case we have derivations 
--* --* --* 
T, 'l/Jdc/r], . .. ,'l/Jm[c/r], <PI, <p' f- <p[c/r] 
for some formulas <p'. In the extended language, <p' may contain elements 
--* from Crel . Therefore, <p = <p"[c/r]. By the assumption on the new constant 
occurring in the derivation and the induction hypothesis we get derivations 
T, 'l/JI, ... , 'l/Jm f- <p", 
T, 'l/JI, ... , 'l/Jm, <p" f- <p 
By applying Cut rule we get T, 'l/JI, ... , 'l/Jm f- <p 
I\L: In this case we have the following derivation: 
--* --* --* --* --* 
T, 'l/Jdc/r], . .. ,'l/Jm[c/r], <pdc/r], <P2[c/r] f- <p[c/r] 
--* --* --* --* --* I\L 
T, 'l/Jdc/rJ, . .. , 'l/Jm[c/r], <pdc/r]1\ <P2[c/r] f- <p[c/r] 
By induction hypothesis we get that T, 'l/JI, . . . ,'l/Jm, <PI, <P2 f- <p and by 
applying I\L to the last derivation we get T, 'l/JI, ... , 'l/Jm, <PI 1\ <P2 f- <p 
The remaining cases are similar to the previous case. 
2. can be shown analogously. 
In particular, the previous lemma implies that T is consistent iff T is consistent 
with respect to a language enriched by new constant symbols. 
Definition 39 Let T be a theory in the language L(T). We define the following 
languages and theories recursively: 
1. Lo:= L(T) and To := T. 
2. Let qrel)n+l := {C(3r:sl-+s2)<P I (:Jr : SI ~ S2)<P a closed formula in Ln} and 
C(Obj)n+l := {CC3a)<p I (:Ja)<p a closed formula in the language Ln} be two sets of 
new constant symbols, i.e., qrel)n+l n Fn = C(Obj)n+l n Fn = 0. Then Ln+l := 
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Ln U CCrel)n+l U CCObj)n+l and Tn+l := Tn U {(3r : 81 -+ 82)<P -+ <p[CC3r:Sl-+S2)cp/r] I 
CC3r:sl-+s2)Cp E CCrel)n+J U {(3a)<p -+ <P[C(3a)cp/ a]1 c(3a)cp E CCObj)n+J· 
3. LH := U LiJ and TH := UTi. 
i~O i~O 
Lemma 40 If T is a consistent theory, then TH is a consistent Henkin-theory. 
Proof. First, we show by induction that every Tn is consistent. For n = 0 this 
is trivial. Assume there is a derivation Tn+l f-..1. Then there are m formulas 
'l/Ji = (3ri : a -+ b)<Pi -+ <pdcdri] or 'l/Ji = (3ai)<Pi -+ <Pi[CUai] with i E {I, ... ,m} 
so that the derivation above is actually a derivation Tn U {'l/Jl , ... ,'l/Jm} f- ..i. Both 
cases are exactly the same except when 'l/Ji = (3ai)<Pi -+ <pdcU ail we use 3R (obj) 
and 3L (obj) instead of 3R (reI) and 3L (reI), so for simplicity we assume 'l/Ji is only 
of form (3ri : 81 -+ 82)<Pi -+ <pdCi/ri]. We also assume that the relational variables 
rl, .. . , rm are different, otherwise we rename certain variables. By Lemma 26(2) we 
get a derivation Tn f- 'l/J1 -+ ('l/J2 -+ ... ('l/Jm -+ ..i) ... ). Notice that 'l/Ji is of the form 
'l/JHcdril with 'I/J~ = (3ri)<Pi -+ <Pi a formula in the language Ln so that the previous 
statement can be written as Tn f- 'I/J~ -+ ('I/J~ -+ ... ('I/J'm -+ ..i) ... )[cl/rl] ·· · [Cn/rn]. 
Lemma 38 implies that there is a derivation Tn f- 'I/J~ -+ ('I/J~ -+ ... ('I/J'm -+ ..i) .. . ) 
in the language Ln, and, hence, Tn, 'I/J~, .. . ,'I/J'm f- ..1 using Lemma 26(2) again. The 
following steps are repeated m times: 
By Lemma 26(2) we get a derivation Tn, 'I/J~, . .. ,'I/J'm-1 f- 'I/J'm -+ ..1, and by Lemma 
27(3) Tn, 'I/J~, ... , 'I/J'm.-1 f- ('Vrm : 81 -+ 82)('I/J'm -+ ..i). By the following derivation we 
get f- (3r m)<Pm V .(3r m)<Pm. 
Consider the derivation of (3rm : 81 -+ 82)'I/J'm, and the combination of that derivation 
and Tn,'I/J~, .. . ,'I/J'm-1 f- ('Vrm : 81 -+ 82)('I/J'm -+ ..i) given in Figure 4.5. This shows 
that there is a derivation Tn , 'I/J~, . .. , 'l/Jm-l f- ..i. 
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~ 
CJl 
Let r = Tn, 'I/J~ , ... , 'I/J'm-1 and r m a relational variable of type 81 -+ 82· 
'Pm f- 'Pm Weak 
'Pm, (3rm)'Pm f- 'Pm (3rm)'Pm f- (3rm)'Pm 
--'--------'----'-------'-- -+ R -,L 
'Pm f- (3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm 3R (reI) -,(3rm)'Pm, (3rm)'Pm f- 'Pm -+ R 
'Pm f- (3rm)« 3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm) 3L (reI) -,(3rm)'Pm f- (3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm 3R (reI) 
(3rm)'Pm f- (3rm)«3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm) -,(3rm)'Pm f- (3rm)«3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm) "Ij ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~=-~~~~-----'-~~~~~-~~ vL ~. 
f- (3rm)'Pm V -,(3rm)'Pm (3rm)'Pm V -,(3rm)'Pm f- (3rm)«3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm) ~ 
~~~--~-~----~-~~-~--~---'---~---'-~-~-----'-Cut ~ 
f- (3rm)( (3rm)'Pm -+ 'Pm) Cll 
..If-..l 
'I/J' f- 'I/J' 'I/J'..l f-..l Weak 
ffi, 'I/J"': -+:f-..l -+L 
- ;,' ;, -+..l f-..l Weak 
, m' m C t 
f- (3rm)'I/J'm r, 'I/J'm f- ..l * u 
'I/J'm -+ ..l f- 'I/J'm -+ ..l 
(Vrm)('I/J'm -+..l) f- 'I/J'm -+..l VL (reI) 
r f- (Vrm)('I/J'm -+..l) r, (Vrm)('I/J'm -+ ..l) f- 'I/J'm -+..l Weak 
r f- 'I/J'm -+ ..l Cut 
r, 'I/J'm f- 'I/J'm -+..l Weak 
~ 
CJl 
o 
~ 
i o· 
::s 
~ 
Cll 
Cll 
0' 
~ 
~ 
~ 
>-" 
r f- (3rm)'I/J'm Weak r, (3rm)'I/J'm f-..l 3L (reI) 
r f-..l Cut ~ 
;J 
Note that the rule condition for * is satisfied since the only free variable in 'l/Ji is ri and variables r1, ... , rm are different. ~ 
T 
I-
After m repetitions we end up with a derivation Tn I- ~, a contradiction to the 
induction hypothesis that Tn is consistent. 
Now, assume TH is not consistent. Since every derivation just uses finitely many 
premises and every formula uses just finitely many symbols this derivation is a deriva-
tion Tn' l- ~ for some n, a contradiction. 
It remains to show that TH is a Henkin-theory. Assume that (::Ir : Sl -t S2)CP is 
a closed formula in L H . Since the formula just contains finitely many symbols there 
is an n so that (::Ir : Sl -t S2)CP is a closed formula in the language Ln. The theory 
Tn+1 contains the formula (::Ir : Sl -t S2)CP -t cp[c/rJ for a relational constant symbol 
c so that TH I- (::Ir : Sl -t S2)CP -t cp[c/rJ follows immediately. 0 
For the next step we assume that the closed formulas of the language are enu-
merated, and we denote by CPn the n-th closed formula. This does not cause any 
problems since the sets of variables, constant symbols, and function symbols, and, 
hence, the set of formulas are countable. 
Definition 41 Let T be a theory, and define the following theories recursively: 
1. To:= T. 
2 ,." .- { Tn U {CPn} if Tn U {CPn} is consistent, 
• .L n+l·- Tn U {'CPn} if Tn U {CPn} is inconsistent. 
3. TC:= UTi. 
i2::0 
Lemma 42 If T is a consistent Henkin-theory, then T C is a consistent and complete 
Henkin-theory. 
Proof. First, we want to show that each Tn is consistent. The case n = 0 is trivial. 
Assume that Tn+1 is inconsistent. Then by the construction of Tn+1 the theory Tn is 
inconsistent, a contradiction to the induction hypothesis. 
Now, assume T C is inconsistent. Then there is a derivation T C I- ~. Since every 
derivation use just finitely many premises this derivation is actually a derivation 
Tn I- ~ for some n, a contradiction. 
TC is Henkin-theory because T = To is, and the language was not modified. 
Finally, for every closed formula CPn we have cP E Tn or 'CPn E Tn so that T C is 
complete. 0 
Now we are finally ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
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Theorem 43 Every consistent theory has a model. 
Proof. Let T be a consistent theory. Then the theory TfI, precisely (TH )C, is a 
consistent and complete Henkin-theory. By Lemma 37 this theory has a model 1iT. 
Let 1i' T denote the model derived from 1iT by restricting 1iT to the language of T, 
i.e. , re~oving the interpretation of those symbols that are not in the language L(T) . 
Let <p E T. Then <p E TfI, and, hence, we have 1iT F <p o Since <p is a formula in 
the language L(T) we conclude 1i'T F <po 0 
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Chapter 5 
RelAPS 
This chapter will discuss the extension of RelAPS to first order logic. We will start 
by giving a brief overview of the system before the extension. We will then discuss 
how the extended logic and its rules were implemented, and how to use the new 
version of the application. 
5.1 Overview of RelAPS 
As mentioned before, the purpose of the RelAPS system is to provide an environment 
where a user can perform a relation-algebraic proof similar to doing it using pencil 
and paper. It is the responsibility of the user to complete the proof while the system 
ensures that each individual proof step is executed properly. 
The previous version of RelAPS system has several aspects that are worth men-
tioning. A user may define custom operations. The nullary operations are actually 
the relational constant symbols we discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The user defined 
operations may be combined with arbitrary axioms to produce new theories which 
represent the theories we introduced in Definition 29. The new theories can be saved 
and selected next time when the application starts. The base theory of the system 
is the theory of allegories which consists of the identity, converse, intersection and 
composition operations. For more detail about the previous version refer to [7, 8]. 
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However the system only accepts Horn-formulas. These are formulas of the form 
(Vxd . .. (Vxm)el/\ . . . /\ en ~ e where Xl , ... , Xm are relational or object variables and 
the el, ... , en , e are atomic formulas. Figure 5.1 is an example of valid and invalid 
formulas. 
FormUa Delais 
foraNa: 
foran b: 
forale: 
foraU Q:a->b: 
foraD R:b->c: 
, Foran 5:b->c: 
(QA);Q < I:b and 
I:b < (Q");Q => , 
, Q;(R&5)=(Q;R)&(Q;5) ~ 
Messages - .' 
g Save EomUa Text 
I'Formula i's syntactically correct. 
GaiKeI 
'. -~ . 
forala: 
, t ' foral b: 
r 'I foralc: 
. ,fora. Q:a->b: 
foral R:b->c: 
foral 5:I>->c: 
not«Q"):Q < l:b or 
I:b < (Q");Q) and 
\ Q;(R&S)=(Q;R)&(Q;5) 
MessageS 
I iil Save Formula Text 
=======~ ' [:,~:~;~ j~~~:~:~:::] 
~ I Clear Text p 
,~- ~ 
FQrmuia is syntactically correct, but this style ' 
of: f:oninila 1s ' not currently accepced by 
, the program. 
L 1;!eIp, L-_OK_~1 1 CaocPl 
When such a Horn-formula is entered, certain rules will be applied automatically, 
namely VR (reI) and /\L, until all formulas are split into atomic formulas. An atomic 
formula is a formula that contains no logical connectives. Figure 5.2 shows the 
previous example after the system removes its identifiers. 
Figure 5.2: After Automatic Rules Applied 
Assumj:: ':on s 
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Suppose we want to prove the example above using the system. First we need 
to split the equality formula into two inclusions Q; (R 1\ S) < Q; R 1\ Q; S and 
Q; R 1\ Q; S < Q; (R 1\ S). This could be done by selecting the entire formula in the 
'Assertion' window and pressing the fourth button as shown in Figure 5.3. Figure 
5.4 shows the system after splitting. 
Figure 5.3: Splitting Equality to two Inclusions 
Assertions 
1= Proofs 
8 · 9 (Q"};Q< I:b and l:b < (QA);Q=> 0;(Rll$l = (Q;R)Il(Q;S). 
f···· "" Q;(Ras) < (QjR)&(Q;S) ' . 
L.. 9 (Q;R)Il(Q;5) <: Q;{RIlS) 
{QA);Q < I:b 
I:b < (QA);Q 
The first inclusion is trivial since it is a property of allegories so we just need to 
prove the second formula. By selecting the entire left hand side of the second inclusion 
and pressing the 'Derive' button, the selection will be moved to the 'Working Area'. 
The 'Working Area' window is where the main part of the derivation is performed. 
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When a term is selected, a menu immediately pops up which displays the axioms, 
assumptions, and theorems that may be applied to the current selection. Figure 5.5 
is a screen shot of this process. 
Figure 5.5: Selecting a Term 
WDrking Area 
(Q;R)&(Q;S) 
< Q; (R& 
Axioms ,. 
Theorems 
... 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the derivation steps and the state of the system 
after applying the derivation. 
For more detail about how to use the previous version of RelAPS refer to [8] . 
Figure 5.6: Derivation Steps 
'"v Dr king Area 
(Q;R) &(Q;S) 
< Q; (R&( (QA) ;Q;S» 
< Q; (R& (I:b;S» 
- Q; (R&S) 
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1= Proofu S.i+ (QA llQ < J:b ancl J:b < (QA);Q => Q;(RAS) = (Q;R).(Q;S) 
r ··· II Q;~&S) < (Q;R)&(Q;S) 
L.. II (Q;R)8.(Q;S) < Q;(R.8.S) 
1= Derivations 
Q; (R&S) = (Q;R) & (Q;S) (QA);Q < I:b 
I:b < (QA);Q 
' 1 ,m=:::J ' 
L .. I= Q;~8.S) _ (Q;R)&(Q;S) ... Q;~as) < (Q;R)&(Q;S) and (Q;R)&(Q;S) < Q;~as) 
••• (1IIii 
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5.2 Extending RelAPS 
The new version of RelAPS accepts first order formulas. During the proof the user 
can apply any of the rules mentioned in Section 3.1. As shown in Figure 5.8 new 
buttons ,have been added to the application interface for this purpose. 
Figure 5.8: View of the New Version of RelAPS 
File \/iew Tool~ Help 
Proof E (plater 
Weakening 
F Proofs 
f1 '" AndLef~ I [ AndRight I 
Impl",ft I Qi!i§!{J 
OrLeft I I OrRight 
NotLeft 1 [ NotRight ieo. 
.. CE.§Left 1 [ FAORight 
F Derivations [ FAOLeft I I FARRlght 
I ERLeft I I ERRight 
[ EOLaft I I EORi~  
[ P,B(;: I 
' ..... I ~;.; - ~ ·Cut I 
C'. " .~. •. .. •• 1 
i Ttieor'l: Allegories <I, .. ,,&,;>, 
.' 
5.2.1 A Manual for the System 
The language of the new system is the same as the previous one except that the 
new version accepts formulas containing..1. For simplicity we used symbol '%' to 
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represent .1. 
As in the previous version, the system has 'Assertions' and 'Assumptions' win-
dows. The 'Assertions ' window displays the assertion of the current proof which is 
the right hand side of f- in a derivation. The text area of the 'Assertions' window 
simply displays the current state of the assertion being worked with. The user may 
only work with one assertion at a time. This is specified by clicking the appropriate 
assertion in the tree view of the 'Proof Explorer' window. 
The 'Assumptions' window displays the assumptions that are associated with the 
current proof. This corresponds with the sequence r on the left-hand side of f-. 
The buttons on the tool bar work in the same manner as before, with the excep-
tion of 'Weakening' and 'Duplicate' buttons. The 'Weakening' button implements 
the Weakening rule by removing a selected assumption from the current proof. The 
'Duplicate' button implements the Contraction rule by duplicating a selected as-
sumption. The text area of the 'Assumptions' window allows for the selection of 
those parts of any assumption that user wish to modify. Multiple assumptions are 
always in view in this window, and any of them may be selected at any time. 
The buttons on the right side of 'Working Area' are used to apply derivation 
rules, mentioned in Section 4.1, on the current proof. All derivation buttons are 
disabled by default except PBC and Cut. The right hand rule buttons are enabled 
based on subtree that has been selected in 'Proof Explorer'. An appropriate left hand 
rule button will be enabled when user selects an assumption in the 'Assumptions' 
window. Note that the Permutation rule is already implemented within the system 
since the formulas in the 'Assumption' window can be selected freely, i.e. , they are 
not ordered. The Axiom rule is automatically checked by the system. In that step the 
system actually checks whether the assertion is among the formulas in the assumption 
window, i.e., the Weakening rule is implicitly used in this process. 
In the following we give an example showing how the different components of the 
system work. Suppose we want to prove the following formula. 
{(Va)(VX : a -* a)(X; X = X /\ X~ = X) :::} 
(3b)(3R: b -* a)(R; R~ = lib /\ R~; R = X)} ~ 
{(Va)(VX : a -* a)(VY : a -* a)(X; X = X /\ X~ = X /\ X; Y = Y) :::} 
(3b)(3Z : a -* b)(3V : b ~ a)Z; V = Y}. 
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("l) 
<{J3 f- <{JI <{J2, <{J3 f- <{J4 -+ L 
<{JI => <{J2, <{J3 f- <{J4 -+ R 
<{JI => <{J2 f- <{J3 => <(J4 VL (reI) 
(VX ; a -+ a)<{JI => <{J2 f- <{J3 => <(J4 (.) 
----'..,...,...-----'---:------'---- VL obJ 
(Va)(VX ; a -+ a)<{JI => <{J2 f- <{J3 => <{J4 VR (reI) 
(Va)(VX; a -+ a)<{JI => <{J2 f- (VY ; a -+ a)<{J3 => <{J4 ( ) -::-:--:-::-:-"--~----:----'-'--:-___::_':_=_=_-'--.,.._::_c::_::_'--'-----7_-- VR reI (Va)(VX ; a -+ a)<{JI => <{J2 f- (VX ; a -+ a)(VY ; a -+ a)<{J3 => <{J4 . 
(Va)(VX; a -+ a)<{JI => <{J2 f- (Va)(VX ; a -+ a)(VY; a -+ a)<{J3 => <{J4 VR (obJ) 
~~---'---~~-~-~~------'-~--~--~ -+R 
«Va)(VX ; a -+ a)<{JI => «J2) => «Va)(VX ; a -+ a)(VY ; a -+ a)<{J3 => «J4) 
By replacing <{JI, <{J2, <{J3 and, <{J4 by actual formulas we get; 
X; X = X 1\ X~ = X f- X; X = X 1\ X~ = X 
--. X - X 1\ X~ - X X· Y - Y f- X · X - X 1\ X~ - X Weak 
,- - , , - ,- - I\L 
XiX =X I\X =X I\X;Y = Y f- XiX = X I\X~ =X 
And; 
R:-';R = X f- R~;R= X XiY = Y f- X;Y = Y 
R-R~ -Ib R~'R- X X·y = Y f- R~'R -X Weak R'R~ =Ib R~'R=X X·Y = Y f- X-Y = Y Weak 
, , , - , , , - , " " , ==L 
R;R~ = h,R~iR = X,X; Y = Y f- R~;R; Y = Y :3R (reI) 
R-R~=Ib R~'R=X X'Y = Yf-(:3V;b-+a)R~'V=Y 
, " " '3R (reI) 
R- R~ = Ib R~' R = X X· Y = Y f- (:3Z; a -+ b)(:3V; b -+ a)Z' V = Y 
, " " ' :3R (ob') R;R~ = h,R~;R = X,X;Y = Y f- (:3b)(:3Z; a -+ b)(:3V; b -+ a)Z;V = Y J 
R· R~ - Ib R~' R - X (X, X = X 1\ X~ = X) X· Y - Y f- (3b)(:3Z' a -+ b)(:3V' b -+ a)Z' V = Y Weak , , , - , , , , - . . . , I\L 
RiR~ = h,R~;R = X, (XiX = X I\X~ = X 1\ X;Y = Y) f- (3b)(:3Z; a -+ b)(3V; b -+ a)Z; V = Y 
(R' R~ = Ib 1\ R~' R = X) (X- X = X 1\ X~ = X 1\ X· Y = Y) f- (3b)(3Z' a -+ b)(3V' b -+ a)Z' V = Y I\L 
, " , , . . , :3L (reI) 
(:3R; b -+ a)(R; R~ = h 1\ R~; R = X), (X; X = X 1\ X~ = X 1\ X; Y = Y) f- (:3b)(3Z ; a -+ b)(:3V ; b -+ a)Z; V = Y 3 . 
, _" , " _" __ __ _ __ __ __ _ _ ,. , -0, .,' __ • , __ __ L (obJ) 
In that formula, the assumption requires that the allegory has splittings. This 
means that for every partial equivalence relation, there is the set of its equivalence 
classes. A partial equivalence relation X is similar to an equivalence relation except 
that it is not required to be reflexive. The required object b is the set of the existing 
equivalence classes and R relates any such class with its elements in the set a. The 
conclusion of the formula says that if you have such a partial equivalence relation 
and a relation Y that respects the equivalence classes (X; Y = Y) , then there is a 
relation V relating the equivalence classes in the same way as Y. 
Let I.fJI = X; X = X I\X~ = X , 1.fJ2 = (3b)(3R : b ---t a)(R; R~ = hI\R~ ; R = X), 
1.fJ3 = XiX = X 1\ X~ = X 1\ X;Y = Y and, 1.fJ4 = (3b)(3Z : a ---t b)(3V : 
b ---t a)Z; V = Y. Figure 5.9 shows corresponding derivation steps verifying that 
implication. The first derivation is the starting point of the verification and the 
second and third derivations are left and right sub trees of the first derivation. 
Figure 5.10: Creating a New Derivation 
~; ,'~' 'Of, :~ ". ~" '" • ' ,> 
II!) ~ I 1= I~'" ~'" It) ~I 1= I ~ Weakening 
" ;1 <= 
forall a: forall X: XiX = X and X" = X ""'> 
exists b: exists R: RiR" = l:b and R"iR = 
X => for-all a: forall X: forall Y: XiX ~ X 
and X" = X and XiY = Y => exists b: exist 
s Z: exists V: Z;V = Y 
V'w;::I~mg At e3 
II!) ~ I t 
A I Andleft I ( AndRight I 
[ ImpLeft I L J~t · " 1 
[ OtLeft I [ orRi~-1 
[ Notleft I [NotRight J 
FARLeft I I FAORight 
FAOleft 1 I FARRight 
ERLeft I I ERRight 
EOLeft I I EORight 
L P8C I 
[, cut J 
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To start proof by RelAPS, we first need to enter the formula to the system. 
We can add it to the assertion window by using the 'Start Proof' button in the 
'Proof Explore' window. Figure 5.10 shows the system after creating the initial 
proof obligation. 
As shown in Figure 5.10 the only enabled 'Rule' buttons are 'ImplicationRight', 
'CUT', and 'PBC' which are the only legal rules for the current situation. By pressing 
'ImplicationRight' button --+ R rule will be applied to the current state of the proof. 
The right hand buttons are automatically enabled and disabled according to the right 
hand formula of the current derivation. The application of other right hand buttons 
are almost similar except 'ExistsRelationRight' and 'ExistsObjectRight' which we 
will talk about later. 
To enable left hand buttons, we have to select one of the formulas in the 'As-
sumption' window. Figure 5.11 shows how to select one of 'Assumption' window 
formulas enabling the proper rule button. 
Figure 5.11: Using Left Hand Rule Buttons 
Assumptions 
It) . ('II 1= I ~ Weakening 
XiX = X and XA = X and X;Y = Y 
.AndLeft 1 [ And~ight 
. ·~TP·~~ft J I ImpRight 
OrLeft 1 [ OrRight 
Some rules, like (--+ L), create two subtrees. In order to complete the proof we 
need to provide derivations for both the left and the right subtree. As shown in 
Figure 5.12, after applying the (--+L) rule two subtrees have been created in 'Proof 
Explore'. Figure 5.12 also shows that the left subtree has been verified only in one 
step. This is because Axiom and Weakening rules are applied automatically by the 
system. 
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Figure 5.12: a View of System After proving the Left Sub Tree 
ProofExplOter fot-3i13 fotall.,< \jX ::::A3nd~ " :::: (:::: e'(tst:;b e 
It) ('110 I 1= I illill WEiakeriing 
1= Proofs XiX = X and X" Ei ·· '9 forall a: foraUx:X;X =XandXA =X => exl§ts b: x XiX X and X" = X 
XiY = Y B·· 'WI forall a:foraU x: foraH v: X;X = X and X" = X and X,V 
8··· '@ forallX: foraIlV:X;X=XandX"=XandX,V=V 
~ .. 'frI foraU v: X;X=XandX" =XandX;V= Y => e 
B··· ~ XiX = X and lr = X and X;Y = Y => exists 
B·· ~ existsb: exists Z: exists V:Z,V = Y 
B'" ~ exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V = 
B·· ~ exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z; $ ...... X;X=X.ndX"=X 
i L ... tI' X;X=XandX" =X 
i ..... '\Jl exists b: exists Z: exists V: 
When applying either one of the :3R (obj), :3R (reI), VL (obj) and VL (reI) rules, 
the user may need to replace a variable by a term. To do so, a new window will 
appear where the user can enter the new term. N ate that if a relational term is 
being entered, the type of each relational variable has to be mentioned after it. 
Otherwise the system will not accept the new term. Figure 5.13 shows examples of 
acceptable relational terms. 
JEirrQ IR:b->aA Timn ' I R:b->a~Y:a->a 
[~ . OK ,,1 
As can be seen, there is no button for (=L) and (=R) rules. These rules can be 
applied by using the 'Working Area' window. Figure 5.14 shows the last step of our 
proof which is the application of (=L) rule. 
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Figure 5.14: Using Working Area Window for Applying (=L) Rule 
Worl<ing Area 
RAiRiY 
= XiY 
= Y 
Figure 5.15 shows the 'Proof Explore' window aitercompletion of our proof. The 
'Tree View' shows the right hand of derivations. Left formulas of each derivation 
can be seen in the 'Assumption' window by selecting that derivation in the 'Proof 
Explore' tree. 
Figure 5.15: Complete Tree of Proof 
Proof E "~!Ofer fur 311) for311't (,(=;\and".r = <= e <.!srsb e,'s~:;P p,n " =Ib.Jr.dP~/P = ): = f':II .:IJ '--3 for :lII Y f_r:3lli :<,(=-j3nd/.. ~ = ;( ::I nd):IY 
1= Proofs 
B"·"II+ roral! a: rorallX:x;x =X and X" =X => eJCists b: eJCists R: R;R" = I:b and R";R. =X => rorall a: roraUX: roral Y:X;X =XandX" =X 
B·· tI foral a: foraNX: foraD Y: X;X= X and X" =XandX;Y= Y=> exists b: exists Z: exists V: liVe Y 
B··· tI foraUX: for~ Y: x;x-x and X" = X and X;Y = Y = > exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V= Y 
8·· tI forallY: XjX=XandX" = XandX;Y= Y=> exists b: exISts Z: exists v: i.,v"" Y 
8··· tI x;x = X and X" = X and XiY = Y => exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V =. Y 
8·· tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V = Y 
8·· tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z,V = V 
8·· tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V = Y 
8··· tI XjX= X and X" =X 
: t .. tI XjX=XandX" =X 
B··· tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: ZiV = Y 
B- tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V = Y 
8··· tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z;V = Y 
8-. tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z,V = Y 
8··· tI exists b: exists Z: exists V: Z,V = Y 
B·· tt' exists Z: exISts v: Z;V = Y 
B··· II' exists V: R";V - Y 
L. .. II' R"jR;Y = Y 
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5.2.2 Implementation 
The RelAPS system has been developed by the Java programming language within 
the NetBeans Interactive Development Environment. More specifically, version 1.5 
of the Java Development Kit and version 4.1 of the NetBeans IDE has been used. In 
order to extend RelAPS to first order logic, we have created some new classes and 
also modified some existing classes of the code. In the following we review the main 
changes in the code. 
The main changes have happened in the ProofFactory, GUI and Formula pack-
ages. The classes in the ProofFactory package handle the application of the rules 
while the GUI package handles necessary changes in the interface of the application. 
For each derivation rule, one new class has been created in the ProofFactory package 
as well as one button in the main frame of the application. For example, when user 
applies the /\R rule, first the 'ApplyRule' class, which is a static class in the Proof-
Factory package, splits the 'and' formula on the right hand side of the derivation into 
two formulas and creates two new proofs using that formulas. After that, it adds 
the assumptions of original formula to them and sends them back to GUI. Then the 
classes in the GUI package update tree view of the 'Proof Explorer' window and the 
'Assumptions' and 'Assertion' window. 
In the Formula package, a class have been already defined for each type of for-
mulas, but some of their main methods like 'isTrivial', 'subFormulas', 'update' and 
'equals' have not been fully implemented. Also to implement formulas that were 
not in the previous system language, like the ones containing ~, some new classes 
have been added to the hierarchy of classes with root 'Formula' class. In addition, 
some methods have been modified for all classes to satisfy new requirements such as 
finding or replacing a variable. 
Other packages like FormulaParser, Terms, Rules and Operations have had some 
minor modifications in order to be made compatible with other parts of the sys-
tem. For example classes 'ObjectVar' and 'RelationalVar' have been added to Terms 
package, representing object and relational variables. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
In this chapter we want to briefly review the content of the thesis and compare it 
with other theorem proving systems. Then we will motivate and suggest some ideas 
for future work. 
6.1 Summary and Related Works 
We presented ReIAPS, an interactive theorem proving system for relation algebra 
which accepts first order formulas. It provides an environment where a user can 
perform a relation-algebraic proof similar to doing it by hand. The main difference 
between RelAPS and most proving systems is that the language of the system is 
typed. The base theory of the system is the theory of allegories which provides 
identity relations on each object and a converse, an intersection and a composition 
operation for suitable typed relations. In addition, the system is capable of accepting 
new theories by combining user defined operations with arbitrary axioms. The system 
also includes a user friendly interface. 
RelAPS is a stand alone system supporting manual proofs of theorems. Any proof 
step performed is correct by design. However, currently the system is not capable of 
any automatic derivation. 
We started by introducing a formal language for allegories. We provided the 
syntax and semantics of the language. The language has two different kinds of 
terms; object terms and relational terms, where object terms are built from object 
constant symbols and object variables, and relational terms from typed relational 
constant symbols, typed relational variables, typed operation symbols and the regular 
operations available in any allegory. Then we introduced a first order logic calculus 
for relational categories. The calculus is formulated in a sequent style but with 
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exactly one formula on the right hand side. We also showed that the calculus is sound 
and complete. The soundness proof has been done by induction on the structure of 
the calculus rules. The completeness proof is based on Henkins' completeness proof. 
However, that proof had to be modified extensively since the language contains two 
different kinds of terms and, more importantly, it is typed. Finally we gave a brief 
overview about the system, how to use it and its implementation. 
Many systems supporting theorem proving have been developed during the past 
years. As a typical example for a fully automated system, we have chosen Prover9 
[13]. Prover9 is an automated theorem prover for first order and equational logic. 
Therefore, the language of the system is not typed. The typing contained in the the-
ory of allegories could be modeled by partial operations within an untyped language. 
However, this would produce additional proof obligations verifying that all entities 
are well defined. Due to its typed language and the corresponding type checker of 
RelAPS this is already handled even before the user starts a proof. Prover9 also 
works fully automatically. This feature is limited by the complexity of the property 
to be verified, of course. The calculus used and the proofs generated are tailored for 
automatic proving. As a consequence they are usually very hard to read for a human 
being. ReIAPS, on the other hand, uses a very intuitive version of natural deduction 
that mimics human reasoning very closely. 
In another project, a semi-automated proof system has been developed for basic 
category-theoretic reasoning [11]. It is based on a first order sequent calculus that 
captures the basic properties of categories, functors and natural transformations as 
well as a small set of proof tactics that automate proof search in this calculus. Since 
it is a automated system, it has similar problems as Prover9. Typing is not part of 
its languages, hence, like Prover9, this would produce additional proof obligations. 
The system is also based on fixed theory and no additional operations or theories can 
be added to it. Therefore, it is not possible to work within the theory of allegories 
since the system only supports basic category theory. 
RALF [2] was designed as a special purpose proof assistant for heterogeneous 
relation algebras with the goal of supporting proofs in a calculational style. There-
fore, its basic motivation and design was similar to ReIAPS. RALF has a graphical 
user interface which represents theorems as trees, i.e., every term is displayed as a 
tree where the leaves are constants and variables and the nodes are the relational 
operations. This makes some terms hard to read. Also, during the interactions, only 
the current sub goal is visible. The system is based on a fixed axiomatization; the 
axioms of a heterogeneous relation algebra. It is not possible to work with weaker 
and/ or stronger theories within the system. Furthermore, it is no longer supported 
and there is no working version any longer available. 
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RALL [12] is another theorem proving system for heterogeneous relation alge-
bra which has the ability of automatic proving for small theorems. It uses the 
Isabelle/HOL type system to support reasoning within abstract heterogeneous rela-
tion algebras with minimal effort. However, RALL limits itself to reasoning within 
representable relation algebras. The system works by translating relation-algebraic 
formulas into higher-order logic. As a consequence the system is incomplete. More-
over, this method cannot be applied to weaker structures like allegories. A further 
consequence of this method is that the proofs generated are proofs of the translated 
formulas within a fully automated system. One can easily imagine that they are 
extremely hard to read. 
6.2 Future Work 
There is plenty of further work that can be performed to develop the capabilities of 
this system and to improve its performance. The main focus in the future should be 
on automating some proof steps, particularly very basic steps. Certain sub theories 
of allegories, such as the equational theory, are known to be decidable. Once it 
has been implemented, the system could suggest to the user that the current proof 
obligation is in a certain sub theory that can be decided. If the user chooses to let 
the system finish the proof, the corresponding algorithm is used to find that proof. 
More flexible user-defined operations are also another necessity. Currently there 
are no function definitions for object terms and the user only can define relational 
functions . In addition, function symbols could take a mixture of relational and 
object terms as parameters which would be useful for relational constructions such 
as splittings. User defined predicate symbols have not been implemented either, 
i.e., the only defined predicate symbols are '<', '>', and '='. The user cannot 
specify anymore predicate symbols at the moment. As in Definition 6.3, user defined 
predicate symbols are part of our language, and hence implementing this feature is 
another essential future work. 
Producing g..TEX output of the proofs is another possible project. A researcher 
could use the system to prove theorems while automatically being checked for cor-
rectness and use the g..TEX output for publications. 
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